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1. Hypotheses are material causes of the conclusion
In Physics 2. 3 and its doublet in Metaphysics Δ 2 Aristotle distin
guishes the so-called four causes. The first of them is characterized
as ‘that from which as a constituent something comes to be'.1 Since
antiquity, this type of cause is referred to as the ‘material cause'.2
Aristotle illustrates it by a series of examples as follows:
τα μεν γαρ στοιχεία των συλλαβών και η ύλη τών σκευαστών και το πνρ και τα
τοιαντα τών σωμάτων και τα μέρη τον ολου και αι υποθέσεις τον συμπεράσματος
ώς το έξ ον αίτιά έστιν. (Phys. 2. 3, I95a16—19=Metaph. Δ 2, 1013b17—21)
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1 το έξ ον γίγνεταί τι ένυπάρχοντος, Phys. 2. 3, 194b24 (= Metaph. Δ 2, 1013a24-5)·
Translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
2 The ancient commentators refer to it as υλικον αίτιον (Alex. Aphr. In Metaph.
349. 2, 35i. 5, 353. 2o Hayduck; Philop. In Phys. 243. 2i, 243. 3o, 246. 25-247. ii,
249. 6 Vitelli; Simpl. In Phys. 3i4. 27, 3i9. 2o, 32o. i3 Diels; Asclep. In Metaph.
3o5. 22-4, 3o6. 9-i4 Hayduck). Moravcsik argues that this type of cause should
rather be called ‘constitutive factor', on the grounds that not all of its instances can
be regarded as matter (ύλη); see J. M. E. Moravcsik, ‘Aristotle on Adequate Expla
nations' [‘Explanations'], Synthese, 28 (1974), 3—17 at 7; id., "Aitia as Generative
Factor in Aristotle's Philosophy' [‘Aitia'], Dialogue, 14 (1975), 622—38 at 627; id.,
‘What Makes Reality Intelligible? Reflections on Aristotle's Theory of Aitia', in L.
Judson (ed.), Aristotle's Physics: A Collection of Essays (Oxford, i99i), 3i—48 at 35
and 44. I shall use ‘material cause' as a neutral label without implying that every
material cause of an item is matter of that item.
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Letters are causes of syllables in the sense of ‘that from which', and mat
ter of artefacts, fire and the like of bodies, the parts of the whole, and the
hypotheses of the conclusion.

In this passage Aristotle lists five examples of material causes.3
While the first four examples are relatively straightforward, the
last one is puzzling and has proved difficult to understand. Aris
totle does not explain what he means when he writes that the
hypotheses are material causes of the conclusion. Commentators
have, of course, noted that a conclusion is typically inferred from
premisses (προτάσεις) in a deduction (συλλογισμός). Accordingly,
it is often thought that the term ‘hypotheses' (υποθέσεις) in this
passage is used interchangeably with ‘premisses', referring to the
premisses of any deduction.4 Thus, Aristotle is usually taken to
3 It is clear that each of them is meant to be an example of the material cause;
see Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 351. 3—15 Hayduck; Themist. In Phys. 45. 12—18
Schenkl; Philop. In Phys. 246. 24—247. ii Vitelli; Simpl. In Phys. 319. 16—26 Diels;
J. Pacius, Aristotelis Stagiritae Peripateticorum principis Naturalis auscultationis
libri VIII [Naturalis] (Frankfurt a.M., i596), 448; J. Zabarella, In libros Aristotelis
Physicorum commentarii [In libros Physicorum] (Venice, 1601), comm. on book 2,
p. 54; H. Bonitz, Aristotelis Metaphysica, vol. ii [Metaphysica] (Bonn, i849), 223;
H. Maier, Die Syllogistik des Aristoteles, ii/2. Die Entstehung der Aristotelischen
Logik [Syllogistik] (Tϋbingen, 1900), 175 n. 2; W. Charlton, Aristotle’s Physics;
Books I and II [Physics] (Oxford, 1970), 100. Ross suggests that ώς το εξ ον αίτια
at 195a19 (= 1013b20—1) is used in a wide sense covering both material and formal
causes: W. D. Ross, Aristotle’s Metaphysics; A Revised Text with Introduction and
Commentary, 2 vols. [Metaphysics] (Oxford, i924), i. 293; id., Aristotle’s Physics: A
Revised Text with Introduction and Commentary [Physics] (Oxford, i936), 5i2. How
ever, this reading is not convincing (see Philop. In Phys. 247. 7—13 Vitelli; Pacius,
Naturalis, 448; H. Wagner, Aristoteles; Physikvorlesung, 5th edn. [Physikvorlesung]
(Berlin, i995), 464). Even if Ross's reading is right, none of the five examples listed
in the passage is an instance of the formal cause.
4 Simpl. In Phys. 319. 33—320. ii Diels; Pacius, Naturalis, 448; T. Waitz, Ari
stotelis Organon Graece [Organon], 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1844—6), i. 428; Bonitz, Metaphysica, 219; C. Sigwart, Beitrage zur Lehre vom hypothetischen Urtheile [Beitrage]
(Tϋbingen, 1871), 1; O. Hamelin, Aristote; Physique II [Physique] (Paris, 1907),
92; N. M. Thiel, Die Bedeutungen des Wortes Hypothesis bei Aristoteles [Hypothesis]
(Fulda, 1919), 15—16; id., ‘Die hypothetischen Schtosse des Aristoteles' [‘Hypothetische Schtosse'], PhilosophischesJahrbuch der Gorres-Gesellschaft, 33 (1920), 1—17 at
1; Ross, Metaphysics, i. 292—3; id., Physics, 352 and 512; G. R. G. Mure, Aristotle’s
Analytica posteriora [Posteriora], in The Works of Aristotle Translated into English,
ed. W D. Ross and J. A. Smith, vol. i (Oxford, 1928), ad 94a21-2; D. M. Balme,
Aristotle’s De partibus animalium I and De generatione animalium I (with Pas
sages from II. 1—3) [De partibus] (Oxford, 1972), 83; M. Mignucci, L’argomentazione
dimostrativa in Aristotele; commento agli Analitici Secondi 1 [L’argomentazione dimostrativa] (Padua, i975), 39; J. Barnes, ‘Logical Form and Logical Matter', in A.
Alberti (ed.), Logica, mente epersona; studi sulla filosofia antica (Florence, 1990), 7—
ii9 at40; id., ‘Les syllogismes dialectiques' [‘Syllogismes'], in J.-B. Gourinatand J.
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claim that the premisses of any deduction are material causes of
its conclusion.5
While this reading of Aristotle's claim is widely accepted, the
claim itself has remained obscure. It is not clear on what grounds
the premisses of any given deduction can be regarded as material
causes of its conclusion. Consider, for example, the following de
duction deriving a true conclusion from false premisses (Pr. An.
2. 2, 53b26-35):

Every human is a stone.
Every stone is an animal.
Therefore, every human is an animal.
Although the two premisses are false, Aristotle leaves no doubt that
this argument counts as a deduction (i.e. as a valid deductive ar
gument). But how can its premisses be viewed as material causes
of the conclusion, ‘Every human is an animal'? Material causes are
constituents (ενυπάρχοντα) of the items of which they are material
causes.6 As such, they are present in these items and can typically
Lemaire (eds.), Logique et dialectique dans l'antiquite (Paris, 2016), 135—59 at 139; O.
Goldin, Explaining an Eclipse: Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics 2. 1—10 [Eclipse] (Ann
Arbor, 1996), 47 n. 10 and 54 n. 26; P. Crivelli, ‘Aristotle on Syllogisms from a
Hypothesis' [‘Hypothesis'], in A. Longo (ed.), Argument from Hypothesis in Ancient
Philosophy (Naples, 2011), 95—184 at 122—3; D· Ebrey, ‘Why Are There No Condi
tionals in Aristotle's Logic?' [‘Conditionals'], Journal of the History of Philosophy,
53 (2015), 185—205 at 193 n. 22. Accordingly, υποθέσεις at I95a18 (= 1013b20) is often
rendered as ‘premisses': Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 351. 8 Hayduck; Themist. In Phys.
45. 18 Schenkl; Philop. In Phys. 247. 5—6 Vitelli; Zabarella, In libros Physicorum,
comm. on book 2, p. 54; Charlton, Physics, i00; J. Barnes, Aristotle’s Posterior Ana
lytics, 2nd edn. [Posterior Analytics] (Oxford, i994), 226; C. Byrne, ‘Matter and
Aristotle's Material Cause', Canadian Journal of Philosophy, 31 (2001), 85—111 at
88; D. Bostock, Space, Time, Matter, and Form: Essays on Aristotle’s Physics [Space]
(Oxford, 2006), 84 n. i4.

5 Philop. In Phys. 247. 5—6 Vitelli; Pacius, Naturalis, 448; Zabarella, In lib
ros Physicorum, comm. on book 2, p. 54; Maier, Syllogistik, i75 and 223; Ross,
Metaphysics, i. 292—3; id., Physics, 512; Mure, Posteriora, ad 94a21—2; Charlton,
Physics, i00; H. Happ, Hyle: Studien zum aristotelischen Materie-Begriff (Berlin,
i97i), 798 n. 598; Balme, De partibus, 83; W. Wieland, Die aristotelische Physik,
3rd edn. (Gottingen, 1992), 211; W. Detel, Aristoteles: Analytica posteriora, 2 vols.
[Analytica posteriora] (Berlin, i993), i. 303 and ii. 70i; Barnes, Posterior Analytics,
226; id., ‘Syllogismes', i39; Bostock, Space, 84 n. i4; M. Winter, Rethinking Virtue
Ethics (Dordrecht, 20ii), 73 n. 22; P. Thom, ‘Robert Kilwardby on Syllogistic
Form', in H. Lagerlund and P. Thom (eds.), A Companion to the Philosophy of
Robert Kilwardby (Leiden, 2013), 131—61 at 135; Ebrey, ‘Conditionals', 193 n. 22; L.
Castagnoli, ‘Aristotle on the Non-Cause Fallacy', History and Philosophy of Logic,
37 (2016), 9—32 at 16.
6 Phys. 2. 3, 194b24 (=Metaph. Δ 2, 1013a24—5); see Charlton, Physics, 100;
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be extracted from them by a suitable method of decomposition. It
is not easy to see how the above conclusion might be decomposed
in such a way as to yield the premisses ‘Every human is a stone'
and ‘Every stone is an animal'. Nor will these premisses be the only
constituents present in the conclusion, since the latter is deducible
from any arbitrary premiss-pair of the form:
Every human is C.
Every C is an animal.

Thus, a large number of different premisses can be used to deduce
the same conclusion (το αυτο συμπέρασμα, Pr. An. 1. 25, 41b37-8).7
According to the traditional reading of Aristotle's claim, all these
premisses are constituents of the conclusion. Yet how can one and
the same conclusion have such a profusion of constituents?
In view of these difficulties, it is not surprising that Aristotle's
claim has been deemed problematic since antiquity. For example,
when Alexander of Aphrodisias comments on the claim, he feels
compelled to modify it as follows:
αι δε προτάσεις καί αυταί κατά συνθεσιν αίτιαι τον ολου συλλογισμού· του γαρ
συμπεράσματος ουχ ώς νλη εστίν αιτία, αλλ’ ώς ποιητικόν είεν αν αίτιον· καί
εστιν εν τω ολω συλλογισμώ ώς νλη μεν αι προτάσεις, ώς δε είδος το συμπέρα
σμα. (Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 351. 12-15 Hayduck)

The premisses, too, are causes of the whole deduction by their combina
tion, for they are causes of the conclusion not as matter, but as a productive
cause; and in the whole deduction the premisses are like matter, but the
conclusion like form.

Alexander denies that the premisses of a deduction are material
causes of its conclusion. Instead, he takes them to be efficient causes
of the conclusion. In addition, he suggests that the premisses are
material causes of the entire deduction, while the conclusion is its
formal cause.8 This latter suggestion was accepted by Philoponus,
and there are echoes of it in later authors such as Kant.9 NevertheMoravcsik, ‘Explanations', 7, and id., ‘Aitia', 627; T. Clarke, ‘Aristotle and the
Ancient Puzzle about Coming to Be', Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy, 49
(2015), 129—50 at 141 n. 26.
7 See Alex. Aphr. In An. Pr. 27i. i6-274. 4 Wallies; R. Smith, Aristotle: Prior
Analytics (Indianapolis, i989), i4 5; cf. Post. An. i.29, 87b5-i8.
8 See also the report of Alexander's view given by Simplicius, In Phys. 320. i-i0
Diels.
9 Philop. In An. Pr. 6. i0-i4, 32. 3i-33. 2, 387. 9-ii Wallies, and In Phys. i66. i4
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less, it seems clear that this is not what Aristotle had in mind; for
he states that the hypotheses are material causes not of the whole
deduction but of the conclusion.10 Nor does Aristotle state that the
premisses are efficient causes of the conclusion.11
Thomas Aquinas suggests that the premisses of a deduction can
be viewed as material causes of the conclusion on the grounds that
they contain all the terms that occur in the conclusion (i.e. the major
and minor terms).12 Again, it is unlikely that this is what Aristotle
had in mind. Aristotle takes material causes to be constituents of
that of which they are material causes, and it would be misleading
to saythatthe premisses are constituents ofthe conclusionwhenit is
not the premisses but only some of the terms occurring in them that
are constituents of the conclusion. This would be especially ques
tionable in the case of deductions from more than two premisses,
which contain a plurality of middle terms that do not occur in the
conclusion.
Relatively little progress has been made since Aquinas. Thus
Jonathan Barnes arrives at the view that Aristotle's claim in Physics
2. 3 is ‘both isolated and obscure' and ‘hardly makes sense'.13 Ac
cordingly, commentators often dismiss the claim, following David
Bostock's advice to ‘set aside, as irrelevant to Aristotle's main
thought, the odd suggestion that in an argument the premisses are
the “material cause” of the conclusion'.14
Vitelli. Kant writes in § 59 of the Jasche Logic that ‘the matter of inferences of reason
consists in the antecedent propositions or premisses, the form in the conclusion in
so far as it contains the consequentia' (I. Kant, Kant's gesammelte Schriften, herausgegeben von der Koniglich Pre^ischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, vol. ix (Berlin,
1923), 121; cf. B. Longuenesse, Kant on the Human Standpoint (Cambridge, 2005),
226). Similarly, G. F. Meier, Auszug aus der Vernunftlehre (Halle, 1752), § 359.

10 Barnes, ‘Syllogismes', 139. By contrast, Pacius (Naturalis, 448) argues that συμ
πέρασμα at I95a18—19 (= 1013b20) refers not to the conclusion of a deduction but to
the deduction as a whole. This suggestion, however, is dubious. While Aristotle
sometimes uses συλλογισμός to refer to the conclusion of a deduction, there is no evi
dence that he uses συμπέρασμα to refer to an entire deduction; see H. Bonitz, Index
Aristotelicus [Index] (Berlin, 1870), 712a9—11 and 717a38—42. Pacius suggests that
συμπέρασμα refers to an entire deduction at Phys. 2. 7, i98b8; but this is not correct
(see n. 25 below).
11 It is unlikely that the phrase ως το όξ ον at 195a19 is meant to cover efficient
causes. Aristotle discusses these causes at 195a21—3, and none of the other four ex
amples listed at 195a16—18 is an instance of the efficient cause.
12 Aquinas, In Metaph. 778; similarly, Zabarella, In libros Physicorum, comm. on
book 2, p. 54.
13 J. Barnes, Truth, etc.: Six Lectures on Ancient Logic (Oxford, 2007), 281—2.
14 Bostock, Space, 84 n. i4; although there are helpful remarks on Aristotle's claim
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The purpose of this paper is to vindicate Aristotle's claim by of
fering a new interpretation of it. I argue that the claim does not
apply to the premisses of all deductions, but specifically to the pre
misses of scientific demonstrations (αποδείξεις). It is only the lat
ter that Aristotle regards as material causes of the conclusion. So
understood, Aristotle's claim turns out to be well motivated and il
luminating in the broader context of his writings. I begin by arguing
that the ‘hypotheses' referred to in Aristotle's claim are not pre
misses of deductions in general, but indemonstrable premisses of
demonstrations (Section 2). As Aristotle explains in Posterior Ana
lytics 1. 23, these premisses can be viewed as elements (στοιχεία) of
the theorems demonstrated from them (Section 3). As such, they
are material causes of the theorems (Section 4). This account is sup
ported by the fact that mathematicians associated with the Academy
referred to the elementary propositions of geometry as ‘elements'.
Moreover, it fits well with ancient conceptions of geometrical ana
lysis, according to which theorems are analysed—or decomposed—
into the principles from which they are demonstrated (Section 5).
I conclude by examining the way in which, for Aristotle, a demon
strable theorem is composed of the indemonstrable premisses from
which it is demonstrated (Section 6).

2. Hypotheses are principles of demonstrations
It is important to note that Aristotle's claim in Physics 2. 3 is not
about ‘premisses' (προτάσεις) but ‘hypotheses' (ύποθάσεις). Aristotle
uses the term ‘hypothesis' in many different ways, often in relation
to various kinds of assumption in an argument. Crucially, however,
Aristotle does not use the term to mean ‘premiss'. Of course, he
regularly applies it to propositions that serve as premisses in a de
duction; for example, he applies it to the assumption for reductio in
arguments by reductio ad absurdum.15 But this does not mean that,
in e.g. Charlton, Physics, 100, and M. Crubellier, ‘The Programme of Aristotelian
Analytics' [‘Programme'], in C. Degremont, L. Keiff, and H. R^kert (eds.), Dia
logues, Logics and Other Strange Things: Essays in Honor of Shahid Rahman (London,
2008), 121—47 at 126 (on which see n. 108 below).
i5 Aristotle uses ‘hypothesis' to refer to the assumption for reductio ate.g. Pr. An.
1. 15, 34b29; 2. 11, 61b32 and 62a4; 2. 13, 62b12 and 62b20; 2. 14 and 2. 17passim;
cf. K. von Fritz, ‘Die αρχαι in der griechischen Mathematik' [‘Archai'], Archiv fr
Begriffsgeschichte, 1 (1955), 13—103 at 37. Moreover, Aristotle uses ‘hypothesis' in
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in these contexts, ‘hypothesis' is synonymous or even coextensive
with ‘premiss'. As far as I can see, there is no passage in Aristotle's
works in which ‘hypothesis' is used as a general term referring to the
premisses of all deductions. Aristotle certainly never defines such
a wide sense of the term; and when he wishes to refer to the pre
misses of deductions in general, he speaks of ‘premisses' and ‘what
has been laid down' (τα κείμενα), but not ‘hypotheses'.16
In the Posterior Analytics, on the other hand, Aristotle defines a
special sense of ‘hypothesis' in which the term refers to a certain
kind of principle of demonstration (αρχή αποδείξεως, i. 2, 72a7). A
demonstration is a deduction through which, when we possess it, we
have scientific knowledge (επιστήμη, 71b18—19). As such, a demon
stration satisfies a number of conditions that distinguish it from de
ductions in general. For example, the premisses of a demonstration
must be true, prior to, and explanatory of the conclusion (71b19—
33). Hypotheses are premisses of demonstrations that satisfy these
conditions. Aristotle defines them as follows:
θεσεως δ’ η μεν οποτερονονν τών μορίων τής αποφάνσεως λαμβάνουσα, οϊον λέγω
το εΐναί τι ή το μή εΐναί τι, νπόθεσις.17 (Post. An. I. 2, 72a18—2O)
the context of modal proofs to refer to the assumption of something known to be
possible as actually being the case (Pr. An. i. 15, 34a26; Phys. 7. i, 243a3o); cf. J.
Rosen and M. Malink, ‘A Method of Modal Proof in Aristotle', Oxford Studies in
Ancient Philosophy, 42 (2012), 179—261 at 193.

16 Goldin (Eclipse, 54 n. 26) suggests that ‘hypothesis' is used to mean ‘premiss'
at Pr. An. i. 23, 4ob25-9, 4P23—7; i. 44, 5oai6-b4; Pop. 3. 6, 119^5-9. These pas
sages deal with what Aristotle calls ‘deductions from a hypothesis' (συλλογισμοί εξ
υποθέσεως). The hypothesis in virtue of which these deductions are so called is a
convention or agreement which, in Aristotle's view, does not count as a premiss of
the deduction; see G. Striker, ‘Aristoteles ϋber Syllogismen “Aufgrund einer Hypothese”', Hermes, io7 (i979), 33-5o at 42-3; ead., Aristotle's Prior Analytics: Book
1 (Oxford, 2009), 236; S. Bobzien, ‘The Development of Modus Ponens in Anti
quity: From Aristotle to the 2nd Century ad', Phronesis, 47 (2002), 359—94 at 371;
Crivelli, ‘Hypothesis', i42-9. Thus, ‘hypothesis' is not used in these passages as
a general term applying to the premisses of any deduction (Crivelli, ‘Hypothesis',
i22-3). Similarly, there is no evidence that ‘hypothesis' means ‘premiss' at Post. An.
i. i0, 76b35-9 (contra R. D. McKirahan, Principles andProofs:Aristotle's Theory of
Demonstrative Science [Principles] (Princeton, i992), 47; Goldin, Eclipse, 54 n. 26).
Instead, this occurrence of ‘hypothesis' can be understood in the sense defined at
Post. An. i. 2, 72ai9-20, or i. i0, 76b27-30; cf. Crivelli, ‘Hypothesis', i23 n. 58.
17 This is the text printed by I. Bekker, Aristoteles Graece, vol. i (Berlin, i83i),
and Waitz, Organon, vol. ii. Ross reads αντιφάσεως instead of αποφάνσεως (although
αποφάνσεως is supported by 72a8-9): W. D. Ross, Aristotle's Prior and Posterior Analytics:ARevisedPextwithIntroductionandCommentary[Analytics](Oxford, i949).
Both readings yield essentially the same result. The phrase τών μορίων τής αποφάν-
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A hypothesis is a posit which assumes either kind of assertion, I mean that
something is or that something is not.

Since they are principles, hypotheses are indemonstrable (72a1415). Thus, hypotheses are affirmative or negative assertions that
have the status of indemonstrable premisses in a given science.18
For example, the assertion ‘There is a unit' is a hypothesis of arith
metic (72a18-24). For our purposes, it is not necessary to enter into
a discussion of the precise nature of these hypotheses and their
relationship to the other kinds of demonstrative principle identi
fied by Aristotle in the Posterior Analytics.19 What is important is
σεως refers to the two kinds of simple assertion, i.e. affirmation and denial (cf. De
int. 5—6, 17a8-9, 17a23-6; for the use of μόριον in the sense of ‘kind' or ‘species' see
Metaph. Δ 25, 1023b18—19, and Bonitz, Index, 473b59—60). Similarly, των μορίων της
αντιφάσεως refers to the two members of a contradictory pair, i.e. affirmation and
denial (cf. De int. 6, i7a3i—7).

18 The fact that hypotheses are premisses of demonstrations distinguishes them
from the other two kinds of demonstrative principle introduced in Posterior Ana
lytics i. 2: axioms and definitions (i. 2, 72ai4—24). Definitions are arguably not as
sertions and therefore not capable of serving as premisses of demonstrations (Post.
An. i. 2, 72a2i—4; i. io, 76b35—8; see Philop. In An. Post. i3i. 28—132. 23 Wallies; J.
Pacius, Aristotelis Stagiritae Peripateticorum principis Organum, 2nd edn. [Organum]
(Frankfurt a.M. , i597), 4i8; R. Robinson, Plato's Earlier Dialectic, 2ndedn. [Plato's
Dialectic] (Oxford, i953), ioi—2; J. Hintikka, ‘On the Ingredients ofan Aristotelian
Science' [‘Ingredients'], Nous, 6 (i972), 55—69 at 66—9; Mignucci, L’argomentazione
dimostrativa, 36—9). Also, some axioms, such as the principle of non-contradiction,
typically do not serve as premisses of demonstrations (Post. An. i. ii, 77aio—2i; see
I. Husik, ‘Aristotle on the Law of Contradiction and the Basis of the Syllogism',
Mind, i5 (i9o6), 2i5—22 at2i7—22; Barnes, Posterior A nalytics , i45—7). By contrast,
Aristotle makes it clear that hypotheses are premisses of demonstrations (Hintikka,
‘Ingredients', 66—7). His definition of ύπόθεσις at 72ai9 closely resembles the cha
racterization of πρότασις at 72a8—9. Moreover, Aristotle states that hypotheses are
‘among the premisses' (Post. An. i. io, 76b36), and characterizes them as assertions
‘such that, if they are, then by their being so the conclusion comes about' (76b38—9).
The latter phrase recalls the characterization of premisses of deductions at Pr. An.
i. i, 24bi9—2o.
19 For example, itis debated whether the hypotheses introduced in Posterior Ana
lytics i. 2 are exclusively existential assertions, such as ‘There is a unit'. Some com
mentators think that the answer is Yes: e.g. F. M. Cornford, ‘Mathematics and
Dialectic in the Republic VI.—VII. (I.)' [‘Mathematics'], Mind, 4i (i932), 37—52
at 4i; H. D. P. Lee, ‘Geometrical Method and Aristotle's Account of First Prin
ciples' [‘Geometrical Method'], Classical Quarterly, 29 (i935), ii3—24 at ii4 and
ii7; S. Mansion, Le Jugement d'existence chez Aristote (Louvain, i946), i53; T.
Heath, Mathematics in Aristotle [Aristotle] (Oxford, i949), 53—5; Ross, Analytics,
55—7 and 5o8; von Fritz, ‘Archai', 38—4o; B. Landor, ‘Definitions and Hypotheses
in Posterior Analytics 72ai9—25 and 76b35—77a4' [‘Definitions'], Phronesis, 26 (i98i),
3o8—i8 at 3ii—i3; McKirahan, Principles, 4i—4; Goldin, Eclipse, 4i—6i. On the other
hand, there is good reason to think that the hypotheses introduced in Posterior Ana-
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that hypotheses are defined by him as indemonstrable premisses of
demonstrations.
The use of ‘hypothesis' for indemonstrable principles of demon
stration is not limited to the Posterior Analytics but is also common
in Aristotle's non-logical writings.20 For example, consider the fol
lowing passages from the Eudemian Ethics and Physics:21
ώσπερ γαρ ταΐς θεωρητικαίς αι υποθέσεις αρχαί, οντω καί ταΐς ποιητικαΐς το
τέλος αρχή καί υπάθεσις. (EE 2. II, I227b28—3O)

Just as in the theoretical sciences the hypotheses are principles, so in the
productive sciences the end is a principle and hypothesis.
ετι δ’ αΙ περί των αρχών ενστάσεις, ώσπερ εν τοΐς περί τα μαθήματα λάγοις
ονδέν είσιν προς τον μαθηματικάν, . . . οντως ονδε περί τού νυν ρηθέντος προς
τον φυσικάν· υπάθεσις γαρ οτι ή φυσις αρχή της κινησεως. (Phys. 8. 3, 253b2-6)

Just as in arguments about mathematics objections concerning the prin
ciples do not affect the mathematician, . . . so, too, objections concerning
the point just mentioned do not affect the physicist; for it is a hypothesis
that nature is a principle of motion.

The same use of ‘hypothesis' occurs in Metaphysics Δ I:
ετι οθεν γνωστον το πράγμα πρώτον, καί αντη αρχή λέγεται του πράγματος,
οΐον τών άποδείξεων αι υποθέσεις. (Metaph. Δ I, i0i3ai4-i6)

That from which a thing can first be known is called a principle of that
thing, as for instance hypotheses are principles of demonstrations.

It is sometimes thought that in this passage ‘hypothesis' is not used
in the sense defined in the Posterior Analytics, but in a more ge
neral sense referring to the premisses of any deduction.22 There is,
lytics I. 2 include non-existential assertions as well as existential ones; see Philop.
In An. Post. 35. 2—19 Wallies; Pacius, Organum, 418; Robinson, Plato’s Dialectic,
101—3; Hintikka, ‘Ingredients', 66—9; Mignucci, L’argomentazione dimostrativa, 36—
9; W. Leszl, ‘Mathematics, Axiomatization and the Hypotheses', in E. Berti (ed.),
Aristotle on Science: The Posterior Analytics (Padua, 1981), 271—328 at 309—10; O.
Harari, Knowledge and Demonstration: Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics [Knowledge]
(Dordrecht, 2004), 40—6. This view is supported by a number of passages in which
Aristotle uses ‘hypothesis' to refer to non-existential principles of demonstration
(e.g. Post. An. i. 19, 8ibi4—i5; Phys. 8. 3, 253b2—6; see von Fritz, ‘Archai', 38;
Landor, ‘Definitions', 3ii-i4; Barnes, Posterior Analytics, i00; Harari, Knowledge,
43-4).

20 Crivelli(‘Hypothesis', i23)arguesthatthisisthemostwidespreaduseof‘hypothesis' in Aristotle's works.
21 See also NE 7. 8, ii5iai7; EE 2. 6, i222b28; 2. i0, i227a7-ii (cf. Heath, Aris
totle, 278-80). For more examples see Crivelli, ‘Hypothesis', i23 n. 85.
22 Bonitz, Metaphysica, 2i9; Sigwart, Beitrage, i; Hamelin, Physique, 92; Thiel,
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however, no textual support for this reading. On the contrary, the
fact that in this passage hypotheses are characterized as principles
of demonstrations strongly suggests that Aristotle does not intend
the term ‘hypothesis' to refer to the premisses of all deductions; for
a large number of these premisses are not principles of demonstra
tions. Thus, it is preferable to follow Alexander and others in taking
‘hypothesis' in this passage to refer to indemonstrable premisses of
demonstrations.23
Given this use of ‘hypothesis' in Metaphysics Δ i, it is natural to
suppose that the term is used in the same way in Δ 2, when Aris
totle claims that hypotheses are material causes of the conclusion.24
Moreover, Aristotle uses the term ‘premisses' (προτάσεις) in Physics
2. 7 to refer to the premisses of deductions in general.25 Thus, he
would be able to use the same term in Physics 2. 3 if he wanted to
Hypothesis, 15—16; id., ‘Hypothetischen Schtosse', i; Ross, Metaphysics, i. 291;
Goldin, Eclipse, 47 n. 7 and 54 n. 26.

23 Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 346. 24-32 Hayduck; Aquinas, In Metaph. 759; T. H.
Irwin, Aristotle’s First Principles (Oxford, 1988), 3; McKirahan, Principles, 227;
Crivelli, ‘Hypothesis', 123 n. 58.
24 McKirahan, Principles, 227.
25 In Physics 2. 7 Aristotle describes material causes by the phrase ‘if so and so
is to be, as the conclusion from the premisses' (ei μέλλει τοδι εσεσθαι, ώσπερ εκ των
προτάσεων το συμπέρασμα, i98b7-8; cf. Philop. In Phys. 305. 21—5 Vitelli; Simpl. In
Phys. 368. 23-6 Diels). This phrase is sometimes taken to refer to Aristotle's claim
in 2. 3 that hypotheses are material causes of the conclusion (Pacius, Naturalis, 474;
Ross, Physics, 528; Charlton, Physics, ii3; R. Sorabji, Necessity, Cause and Blame:
Perspectives on Aristotle’s Theory [Necessity] (London, i980), 5i n. 24). However,
this is not correct. As Malcolm Schofield has shown, i98b7-8 pertains to the discus
sion of‘hypothetical necessity' in passages such as Phys. 2. 9, 200aii-30 and PA i. i,
639b2i-640a6: M. Schofield, ‘Explanatory Projects in Physics, 2. 3 and 7' [‘Expla
natory Projects'], Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy, suppl. (i99i), 29-40 at 37.
In these passages material causes are described as hypothetically necessary for the
achievement of certain ends. For example, in order for there to be a house, it is ne
cessary for there to be bricks and stones (Phys. 2. 9, 200a24-30; PA i. i, 639b23-7).
Aristotle compares this type of necessity to necessitas consequentiae, i.e. the type of
necessity with which the conclusion of a deduction follows from the premisses (Phys.
2. 7, i98b5-8). His pointati98b7-8 is that if X is to be then necessarily X's material
cause must be, in just the same way as if the premisses of a deduction are the case
then necessarily its conclusion must be the case (Schofield, ‘Explanatory Projects',
37; similarly, Aquinas, In Phys. 248). Aristotle does not here view the premisses of
a deduction as material causes of the conclusion. Instead, he compares the mater
ial cause to the conclusion of a deduction (although he does not take the conclusion
to be a material cause). Since necessitas consequentiae is exhibited by any deduction,
this comparison is not restricted to demonstrations. Accordingly, Aristotle speaks of
‘premisses' instead of‘hypotheses' at i98b7-8, indicatingthathe is referringto pre
misses of deductions in general. Thus, Aristotle's point at i98b7-8 is independent
of the one at 2. 3, i95ai8-i9. Accordingly, I do not agree with the view that at 2. 9,
200ai5-30, Aristotle contradicts and corrects what he said at i95ai8-i9 (Ross, Ana-
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make a claim about premisses of deductions in general. Again, this
suggests that Aristotle does not intend such a general claim but a
more limited claim to the effect that, in every demonstration, the
indemonstrable premisses are material causes of the conclusion.
If this is correct, the claim does not apply to deductions such as
the one considered above, in which the premisses are false. Nor does
it apply to deductions in which the premisses are true but not prior
to and explanatory of the conclusion, such as the following:
Whatever does not twinkle is near.
The planets do not twinkle.
Therefore, the planets are near.
This deduction fails to be a demonstration because the premisses
do not indicate the reason why (το διότι) the conclusion holds; for it
is not because the planets do not twinkle that they are near, but be
cause they are near that they do not twinkle (Post. An. 1. 13, 78*368). Accordingly, Aristotle does not claim that the premisses of this
deduction are material causes of the conclusion.
However, we are still left with the question of why Aristotle chose
to regard indemonstrable premisses of demonstrations as material
causes of the conclusion. Linguistically, ‘hypothesis' (ύπόθεσις) is
closely related to one of his terms for material causes, ‘underlying
subject' (υποκείμενον).26 But this alone hardly suffices as an expla
nation. Thus, Richard McKirahan concludes that‘even ifAristotle
did think that principles [of demonstrations] are the material cause
of conclusions, it is unclear why he thought so or what he thought
that identifying them in that way would achieve. Explicating prin
ciplesintermsofthematerialcauseisadeadend.'27Inwhatfollows
IarguethatAristotle'sclaimisnotadeadend.Giventhattheclaim
is limited to indemonstrable premisses of demonstrations, we have
a more determinate path to making sense of it. Instead of consi
dering Aristotle's wide-ranging discussions of non-demonstrative
deductions throughout his writings, we can focus on his treatment
of demonstrations in the Posterior Analytics. Specifically, it will
lytics, 639; R. Dancy, ‘On Some of Aristotle's Second Thoughts about Substances:
Matter' [‘Second Thoughts'], Philosophical Review, 87 (1978), 372—413 at 376).
26 For the use of υποκείμενον in connection with material causes see Phys. 2. 3,
i95a2o (=Metaph. Δ 2, ioi3b2i); cf. also Metaph. Α 3, 983a29—3o; Phys. i. 9,
i92a3i-2.
27 McKirahan, Principles, 228.
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be helpful to consider Aristotle's discussion in Posterior Analy
tics 1. 23. in which he explains how indemonstrable premisses of
demonstrations can be viewed as elements (στοιχεία) of the theor
ems demonstrated from them.

3- Indemonstrable premisses are elements
of theorems (Posterior Analytics 1. 23)
Scientific knowledge, for Aristotle, is essentially tied to demonstra
tion (άπόδειξις). In a demonstration, a proposition which serves as
the conclusion is deduced from two or more propositions which
serve as premisses. Every proposition that falls under the purview
of a given science either is or is not demonstrable within that sci
ence. Ifitis demonstrable, it is a theorem of the science;otherwise,
it is a principle. To have scientific knowledge of a theorem, the sci
entist must possess a demonstration of it.28
In the Analytics demonstrations take the form of deductions in
the three syllogistic figures. For example, a universal affirmative
proposition AaB (‘A belongs to all B') is demonstrated by means of
a first-figure deduction in Barbara:
AaC CaB
AaB

Each of the two premisses, AaC and CaB, either is or is not demon
strable. If it is demonstrable, then in order to have scientific know
ledge of AaB, the demonstrator must have scientific knowledge of
this premiss through yet another demonstration.29 This demonstra
tion will again be of the form Barbara, since this is the only way to
deduce a universal affirmative proposition in Aristotle's syllogistic
theory:3°
28 Post. An. 1. 2, 7ib28-9; i. 22, 83^4-5; cf. McKirahan, Principles, 164.
29 See Post. An. 1.3, 72b2°-2, and i. 22, 83^4-8; cf. Philop. In An. Post. 254. 24
255. 25 Wallies.
3° See Pr. An. i. 26, 42b32-3. A universal affirmative conclusion can also be de
duced without Barbara by means of reductio ad absurdum (Pr. An. 2. ii, 6ia27-3i).
In Posterior Analytics i. i9-23, however, Aristotle does not take into account such
deductions by reductio. He is justified in doing so because reductio is dispensable in
the assertoric syllogistic: given the fourteen syllogistic moods established in Prior
Analytics i. 4-6, every conclusion that is deducible from given premisses by means
of reductio is also deducible from them without reductio (Pr. An. i. 29, 45a23-bii;
2. i4, 62b38-63b2i; see Ross, Analytics, 454-6).
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CaD DaB
AaC
CaB
AaB

The same argument applies to the new premisses, CaD and DaB.
Thus, the scientist faces a regress of demonstrations. However,
Aristotle denies that the regress goes on to infinity. In Posterior
Analytics i. i9-22 he provides an elaborate argument to the ef
fect that every regress of demonstrations ultimately terminates in
indemonstrable premisses.3i In the framework of Aristotle's syl
logistic theory this means that, if a proposition AaB is demon
strable, then there are finitely many middle terms that can be used
to demonstrate it from indemonstrable premisses. For example, if
there are seven middle terms, the demonstration can be represented
by the deduction tree shown in Figure i.32 The premisses at the
top of this tree are indemonstrable (AaCi, CiaCi+1, C7aB). They
are principles of the science under consideration. More specific
ally, they are, as Aristotle points out in Posterior Analytics i. i9,
hypotheses.33

It is noteworthy that, throughout Posterior Analytics 1. 19-23,
Aristotle uses spatial terminology to describe complex demonstra
tions such as the one shown in Figure i. For example, he refers
to the propositions that occur in the demonstration as ‘intervals'
(διαστήματα).34 In doing so, he compares syllogistic propositions
such as AaB to one-dimensional regions of space bounded by two
points, with the terms A and B corresponding to the two endpoints.
More concretely, in Posterior Analytics i. 23 Aristotle analogizes
31 See Post. An. i. 22, 84a29—b2; cf. i. 3, 72bi8—22.
32 See J. Lear, Aristotle and Logical Theory (Cambridge, 1980), 22—4.
33 Post. An. 1. 19, 8ibi4—i5. I take ‘hypothesis' in this passage to be used in the
sense defined at 1. 2, 72ai9—2o; see Crivelli, ‘Hypothesis', i23 n. 58.
34 Post. An. 1. 21, 82b7—8; 1. 22, 84^5; 1. 23, 84^4. Similarly, Pr. An. 1. 4, 20b2i;
i.i5,35ai2and35a3i;i.i8,38a4;i.25,42b9-i0;2.2,53b20.
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syllogistic propositions to musical intervals (διαστήματα), viewed as
one-dimensional regions of musical space bounded by two pitches.35
If an interval is indemonstrable (that is, if there is no middle term
through which it can be demonstrated), Aristotle calls it ‘imme
diate' (άμεσον).36 Alternatively, he calls such intervals ‘indivisible'
(αδιαίρετον).37 If AaB is indivisible in this sense, then A is said to
belong to B atomically (ατόμως).38 Accordingly, an indemonstrable
interval is called ‘atomic' (άτομον).39 In the tree shown in Figure 1
each of the premisses at the top is atomic. On the other hand, if an
interval is demonstrable, it is called ‘divisible' (διαιρετόν).40 In Fi
gure 1 the conclusion AaB is a divisible interval in which the terms
A and B are separated by eight atomic intervals.
When a scientist constructs a complex demonstration from the
bottom up, starting with the conclusion AaB and supplying new
middle terms until every branch terminates in an indemonstrable
premiss, each middle term marks a division of the interval between
A and B. By thus inserting middle terms between A and B, ‘the
middle will always be thickened [πυκνονται], until the [intervals] be
come indivisible and single' (1. 23, 84b34-5).41 Aristotle's use of the
verb ‘thicken' in this context derives from analogous uses in mu
sical theory.42 Thickenings (πυκνώματα) are mentioned by Plato in
35 See the reference to musical intervals at i. 23, 84b33—85ai. For the musical back
ground of Aristotle's use of διάστημα in the Analytics see R. Smith, ‘The Mathe
matical Origins of Aristotle's Syllogistic', Archive for History of Exact Sciences, i9
(1978), 201—9 at 202—6. Aristotle's pupil Aristoxenus characterizes a musical inter
val (διάστημα) as a space (τόπος) bounded by two musical pitches (Harm. 21. 1—4).
Thus, musical intervals are special cases of intervals in general, thought of as one
dimensional regions of space between two boundaries (Arist. Quint. De mus. 1. 7.
1-4).
36 Post. An. i. 21, 82b7; 1. 22, 84*35; 1· 23, 84bi4, 84b22, 84^6-7, 85*1. For this
use of ‘immediate' see also i. 2, 7ib2i, 72a7-8; i. 3, 72bi9; i. i4, 79a3i; i. 33, 89ai4;
2. 8, 93a36; 2. i9, 99b2i-2; cf. McKirahan, Principles, 25 and 276 n. 26.
37 Post. An. i. 22, 84a35; i. 23, 84b35.
38 Post. An. i. i5, 79a33-4, 79bi3, 79b2i-2; i. i6, 79b30, 80a3, 80ai2; i. i7, 80bi7.
39 Post. An. i. i6, 80bi6; 2. i8, 99b7 (on the latter passage see Mure, Posteriora, ad
loc.; Ross, Analytics, 673; H. Tredennick, Aristotle: Posterior Analytics [Posterior
Analytics] (Cambridge, Mass., i960), 255; McKirahan, Principles, i79-80; Barnes,
Posterior Analytics, 257).
40 Post. An. i. 22, 84a35.
41 aei το μέσον πυκνονται, έως αδιαίρετα γένηται και εν. In this passage το μέσον is
not a middle term but the interval extending from the major to the minor term (see
Mure, Posteriora, ad loc.; Tredennick, Posterior Analytics, i33).
42 See also his use of καταπυκνονται at Post. An. i. i4, 79a30; cf. B. Einarson, ‘On
Certain Mathematical Terms in Aristotle's Logic: Parts I and II' [‘Mathematical
Terms'], American Journal of Philology, 57 (i936), 33-54 and i5i-72 at i58. I am
grateful to Stephen Menn for drawing my attention to this point.
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connection with attempts by empirical harmonicists to identify a
smallest musical interval of which larger intervals can be treated
as multiples.43 Similarly, Aristotle's student Aristoxenus attributes
to these harmonicists a method of ‘thickening diagrams', whereby
musical intervals are represented diagrammatically as multiples of
smallestintervals(i.e.quarter-tones).44 WhileAristoxenusdoesnot
describe these diagrams in any detail, it is likely that they took the
formofastraightlinemarkedoffatequaldistancesrepresentingthe
successive smallest intervals.45 Larger musical intervals are then re
presented as measurable distances in geometrical space.
In Posterior Analytics 1. 23 Aristotle compares the indemonstrablepremissesofdemonstrationstothesmallestintervalsposited
in musical theory: just as a smallest musical interval (διεσις) is an in
divisible unit and principle of larger intervals, so an indemonstrable
premiss is an indivisible unit and principle of the theorems that are
demonstrated from it (84b35-85ai).46 Demonstrable theorems can
thus be represented by the same one-dimensional diagrams that
are used to represent musical intervals, as follows:

In this diagram the intervals representing the indemonstrable
premisses are indivisible constituents of the interval representing
43 Rep. 7,53iA4;cf.A. Barker, Greek Musical Writings, ii. Harmonic andAcoustic
Theory [Musical Writings] (Cambridge, 1989), 55—6 n. 3; id., The Science of Harmo
nics in Classical Greece [Harmonics] (Cambridge, 2007), 23—4 and 34.
44 Aristox. Harm. 36. 1—5; see also 12. 8—15, 66. 3—5. Cf. D. B. Monro, The Modes
of Ancient Greek Music (Oxford, 1894), 52—3; Barker, Musical Writings, 125 and 127
n. 6; id., Harmonics, 42.
45 Barker, Musical Writings, 125; id., Harmonics, 41—2. Barker (Harmonics, 141)
points out that ‘the conception of pitch as inhabiting adimensionanalogoustogeometricalspacewasimplicit,longbeforeAristoxenus,intheapproachestakenbythe
harmonikoi, and was graphically represented in their diagrams, where pitches were
set out as points marked on a line, and the intervals were represented by the gaps
between them'.
46 See also Metaph. Δ 6, ioi6bi7-24; Ι i, io53ai2-2i; Ι 2, io53b34-io54ai. Cf.
J. Zabarella, Opera logica (Frankfurt a.M., i608), 938; Barker, Musical Writings, 70
n. ioand 72n.i6.
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the theorem demonstrated from them. Accordingly, Aristotle re
gards these indemonstrable premisses as elements (στοιχεία) of the
theorems demonstrated from them:
φανερόν δε καί οτι, όταν τό Α τω Β υπάρχω, el μέν έστι τι μέσον, έστι δείξαι
οτι τό Α τω Β υπάρχει, και στοιχεία τούτου έστι ταντα καί τοσανθ οσα μέσα
έστίν·47 αι γάρ άμεσοι προτάσεις στοιχεία, η πασαι η αι καθόλου. ει δέ μη έστιν,
ονκέτι έστιν άπόδειξις, άλλ* η έπι τάς άρχάς οδός αντη έστίν. (Post. An. I. 23,

84bi9-24)

It is evident that when A belongs to B, then if there is some middle term it
is possible to prove that A belongs to B, and the elements of this [conclu
sion] are these [premisses] and they are as many as the middle terms; for
the immediate premisses are elements, either all of them or the universal
ones. But if there is no middle term, there is no longer a demonstration;
but this is the path to the principles.

In this passage Aristotle states that each of the immediate pre
misses AaCi, CiaCi+i, and C7aB is an element of the conclusion
AaB. According to the philosophical lexicon in Metaphysics Δ, an
element is a primary, indivisible constituent from which something
is composed (σνγκειται).48 In Figure 2 the interval representing the
demonstrable theorem is composed of the indivisible intervals re
presenting the indemonstrable premisses. In Aristotle's view, the
same is true of the propositions represented by the diagram: the in
demonstrable premisses are indivisible constituents of the theorem
demonstrated from them, and the theorem is composed (σνγκειται)
ofthese premisses. As such, the theorem is a composite (σννθετον).49
47 It is widely agreed that τοντου at 84b2i refers to the conclusion of the demonstra
tion, AaB; see Pacius, Organum, 477; O. F. Owen, The Organon, or Logical Treatises,
of Aristotle, vol. i [Organon] (London, i889), 297; H. Diels, Elementum: Eine Vorarbeit zum griechischen und lateinischen Thesaurus (Leipzig, i899), 29; Mure, Posteriora, ad loc.; J. Tricot, Aristote: Les Seconds Analytiques [Seconds Analytiques] (Paris,
1938), 121; Detel, Analyticaposteriora, ii. 405—6. I do not agree with those who take
τοντου to refer to the demonstration of the conclusion (Tredennick, Posterior Analy
tics, i3i; Mignucci, L'argomentazione dimostrativa, 504). Also, some commentators
replace ταντα at 84b2i with ταντά (Ross, Analytics, 585; Tredennick, Posterior Ana
lytics, 130; Mignucci, L’argomentazione dimostrativa, 503—4), or excise the phrase
ταντα καί (Barnes, Posterior Analytics, 34). However, ταντα καί can be retained if
ταντα is taken to refer to the indemonstrable premisses obtained by the insertion of
middle terms between A and B (Mure, Posteriora, ad loc.; Detel, Analytica posteriora, ii. 406—7).
48 Metaph. Δ 3, ioi4a26—3o; see T. J. Crowley, ‘On the Use of Stoicheion in the
Sense of “Element”' [‘Element'], Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy, 29 (2005),
367-94 at 370-3.
49 Aristotle holds that any item that has elements is composed (σνγκειται, Metaph.
Δ 3, i0i4a26) of these elements, and hence is a σννθετον (Metaph. Ν 2, i088bi4-i6).
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In the Analytics Aristotle does not explicitly refer to demon
strable theorems as ‘composites'. Elsewhere, however, he states
that, when a demonstrator ‘thinks the two premisses, he thinks and
composes the conclusion [το συμπέρασμα ένόησε και, συνέθηκεν]'.5°
Thus, Aristotle regards the conclusion of a demonstration as the
result of composing the premisses. Of course, this raises the ques
tion of how best to describe the precise nature of this composition.
I shall address this question in Section 6 below. For now, what
is important is that Aristotle takes a demonstrable theorem to be
a composite consisting of indemonstrable premisses, in much the
same way as, say, the syllable ‘ΒΑ' is a composite consisting of
the letters ‘Β' and ‘Α'. Thus, a demonstrable theorem is, as Zabarella puts it, ‘composite because it consists of those propositions
into which it can be resolved', whereas an immediate proposition
‘cannot be divided into other propositions'.51
Aristotle makes it clear that this account does not apply to
deductions in general, but only to demonstrations. While an
indemonstrable proposition is the conclusion of many sound de
ductions, these fail to be demonstrations because the premisses are
not prior to and explanatory of the conclusion. In the passage just
quoted Aristotle excludes such deductions from consideration on
the grounds that they are not part of ‘the path to the principles' (ή
έπι τας αρχας οδός).52 In other words, they are not deductions in
which the transition from the conclusion to the premisses is a step
towards the principles of a given science.
Finally, a comment is in order on Aristotle's remark that there
are as many elements as middle terms (μέσα, Post. An. 1. 23,
5° MA 7, 7°iai°—ii. In this passage Aristotle is concerned with theorists who
‘think and deduce about unchanging things' (περι τών ακινήτων διανοουμένοις και
συλλογιζομένοις, 7°ia9). Thus, the passage does not apply to all deductive reason
ing, but only to demonstrative reasoning about ‘the immovable objects of science'
(A. S. L. Farquharson, De motu animalium and De incessu animalium (Oxford, i9i2),
ad 7°ia8—i i; see Michael of Ephesus, In MA ii6. 20—4 Hayduck). For a similar use
of ‘compose' in connection with the theorems of geometry see SE i6, i75a26—8 (cf.
n. i°3 below).
51 Zabarella, Opera logica, 938; similarly, Crubellier, ‘Programme', i26. Likewise,
harmonicists distinguish between composite and incomposite musical intervals: an
incomposite interval is one bounded by successive notes, and a composite interval is
one that is ‘composed of parts, into which it may also be divided' (Aristox. Harm.
75. ii—i6, see also 2i. i7—2i, 76. i—9; cf. Cleonides, Harm. 5. 2°—36, Arist. Quint.
De mus. i. 7. 4—8).
52 Post. An. i. 23, 84b23—4; see Zabarella, Opera logica, 934 and 94°; Waitz, Or
ganon, ii. 362.
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84b2i).53 As it stands, this remark is not entirely correct. The num
ber of ultimate premisses in a deduction is one more than the num
ber of middle terms: one middle term gives rise to two premisses,
two middle terms to three premisses, and so on.54 Perhaps for this
reason, Aristotle adds the qualification that the elements in question
are ‘either all immediate premisses or the universal ones' (84b22).
He does not explain what the ‘universal' premisses are, but com
mentators take them to be those immediate premisses that do not
involve the minor term B.55 So understood, Aristotle's remark that
the elements are equal in number to the middle terms is correct.
Having discussed demonstrations in Barbara, Aristotle goes on to
explain that the terminology of elements also applies to demonstra
tions that establish a negative conclusion. In these demonstrations,
too, the indemonstrable premisses will be elements of the conclu
sion:
ομοίως δο καί εί το Α τω Β μή υπάρχει, εί μΟν οστιν ή μόσον ή πράτερον φ ονχ
υπάρχει, άστιν άπάδειξις, εί δΟ μή, ονκ άστιν, άλλ’ άρχή, καί στοιχεία τοσαυτ’
άστιν οσοι ορού αΐ γάρ τούτων προτάσεις άρχαί τής άποδείξεως είσιν. καί ώσπερ
άνιαι άρχαί είσιν άναπάδεικτοι, οτι ύστί τάδε τοδί καί υπάρχει τάδε τωδί, ουτω
καί οτι ονκ άστι τάδε τοδί ονδ’ υπάρχει τάδε τωδί. (Post. An. I. 23, 84^4—30)

Likewise, if A does not belong to B, then if there is a middle or a prior term
to which it does not belong, there is a demonstration; and if not, there is
not, but it is a principle. And there are as many elements as terms; for the
propositions consisting of these terms are principles of the demonstration.
And just as there are some indemonstrable principles to the effect that this
is this and this belongs to this, so too there are some to the effect that this
is not this and this does not belong to this.

In this passage Aristotle considers demonstrations that establish a
universal negative conclusion AeB (‘A belongs to no B'). In the first
figure, such a demonstration takes the form of Celarent:
AeC CaB
AeB
53 These μόσα are not intermediate intervals but middle terms; cf. ‘there are as
many elements as terms' (στοιχεία τοσαντ άστιν οσοι οροι, 84b26-7).
54 This follows from the fact that, in every deduction, the number of premisses is
one less than the number of terms involved (Pr. An. i. 25, 42bi—i6). Aristotle writes:
‘the intervals (διαστήματα) are one fewer than the terms, and the premisses are equal
in number to the intervals' (42b9—io).
55 Zabarella, Opera logica, 933—4; Ross, Analytics, 585; Tredennick, Posterior
Analytics, i32—3; R. Grosseteste, Commentarius in Posteriorum Analyticorum libros,
ed. P Rossi [Commentarius] (Florence, i98i), 23i—2. For an alternative proposal
see Detel, Analytica posteriora, ii. 4ο7.
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If the two premisses are demonstrable, there will be a complex
demonstration consisting of both affirmative and negative propo
sitions (1. 23, 85a3-7).s6 Given Aristotle's syllogistic theory, the
ultimate premisses of such a demonstration will include exactly
one negative premiss (1. 25, 86b1o-27). For example, consider the
demonstration shown in Figure 3, which consists of first-figure de
ductions in Barbara and Celarent. It includes exactly one negative
indemonstrable premiss, namely, AeC1 (indicated by a zigzag line).

In the passage just quoted Aristotle emphasizes that all the pre
misses that appear at the top of this tree are indemonstrable prin
ciples, including the negative premiss AeCi.57 Moreover, Aristotle
states that each of these indemonstrable premisses is an element
of the conclusion, AeB. Accordingly, the conclusion can be repre
sented as a divisible interval composed of indivisible intervals repre
senting the indemonstrable premisses. In order to do so, we need
to distinguish two kinds of indivisible interval, one representing apremisses and the other e-premisses, as shown in Figure 4:58

56 See Pacius, Organum, 479.
57 For Aristotle's account of indemonstrable e-premisses see Post. An. i. i5.
58 Again, this fits the comparison with smallest musical intervals, since harmonicists employ two different kinds of smallest interval (διέσεις) as units to measure
composite musical intervals (Metaph. 11, io53ai4—i8; see Barker, Musical Writings,
73 n. i7).
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This kind of diagrammatic representation is applicable to all
demonstrations that consist of first-figure deductions in Barbara
and Celarent. But is it also applicable to demonstrations that
involve deductions in the second and third syllogistic figures?
Aristotle turns to this question in the final section of chapter i. 23
(85a1-12). It is important for him to show that the answer is af
firmative. For a negative answer would undermine his claim that
indemonstrable premisses are elements of theorems, given that
the diagrammatic representations are the main source of support
for the claim in this chapter. However, extending the represen
tations to second- and third-figure demonstrations is not entirely
straightforward. When Aristotle tries to do so, he encounters a
difficulty concerning the position of middle terms. The problem
is that some of these middle terms, as he puts it, ‘fall outside' the
major or minor term. In the remainder of this section I argue that
this problem can be solved by enriching the diagrammatic repre
sentations in a suitable way. The details are somewhat technical
and not essential to the rest of the paper; readers willing to grant
that the representations can be extended to cover all syllogistic
demonstrations might prefer to pass directly to Section 4.
Aristotle states that, if a demonstration establishes an aconclusion AaB by repeated applications of Barbara, none of
the middle terms ‘falls outside' the major term A (84b33—5 and
85a1-3). Since presumably none of them falls outside the minor
term B either, all middle terms fall within the interval between the
major and minor terms.59 The same is true of negative demonstra
tions that consist of first-figure deductions in Barbara and Celarent
(85a1-7).6° It is, however, not true of some demonstrations that
involve second-figure deductions in Camestres:
CaA CeB
AeB

Aristotle holds that, if a demonstration involves an application of
Camestres, some middle terms may fall outside the major term A
(85a7-10).61 For example, consider the demonstration in Figure 5,
59 Ross, Analytics, 585; Grosseteste, Commentarius, 233; Detel, Analytica posteriora, ii. 4°8; pace Philop. In An. Post. 267. 21—6 Wallies.
6° Pacius, Organum, 479; Zabarella, Opera logica, 939—4°; Ross, Analytics, 586;
Mignucci, L'argomentazione dimostrativa, 5i2; Detel, Analytica posteriora, ii. 4ii.
6i Aristotle states that, if a demonstration involves an application of Camestres,
no middle term falls outside the minor term (85a7—10). While he does not explicitly
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in which the conclusion AeB is inferred by Celarent, whereas
the intermediate conclusions AeC4 and C2eC4 are inferred by
Camestres. In this demonstration both A and B are subject terms
of a-premisses. Consequently, if all a-premisses are represented
by line segments in which the subject term occurs on the right
hand side, then not all middle terms can be located between the
extreme terms A and B. Thus, if A is located to the left of B, the
middle terms C1-3 ‘fall outside' the major term A. Accordingly,
the conclusion AeB cannot be represented as a one-dimensional
interval between A and B such that all middle terms fall within this
interval.62 This poses a threat to Aristotle's claim that indemon
strable premisses are elements of the theorems demonstrated from
them. For, if the conclusion cannot be represented as a com
posite consisting of indemonstrable premisses, it is not clear on
what grounds these premisses can be regarded as elements of the
conclusion.
Aristotle does not explain how to solve this problem in the Pos
terior Analytics. Nevertheless, we can provide a solution on his be
half by enriching the diagrams in such a way that a-premisses are
represented not simply by line segments but by directed line seg
ments indicating the position of the subject term. The conclusion
of Figure 5’s demonstration involving Camestres can then be re
presented by the diagram shown in Figure 6, in which a-premisses
state that some middle terms may fall outside the major term, this is clearly implied
by the context; see Philop. In An. Post. 270. 20—2 Wallies; Ross, Analytics, 586—7;
Tredennick, Posterior Analytics, 134—5; Mignucci, L’argomentazione dimostrativa,
513; Detel, Analyticaposteriora, ii. 411.

62 The same problem arises if all a-premisses are represented by line segments
in which the subject term occurs on the left-hand side. In this case, C4-7 would fall
outside B.
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are represented by arrows pointing towards the subject term. The
first three arrows in this diagram are pointing left, the others are
pointing right. Thus, the conclusion AeB can be represented as a
one-dimensional interval composed of indivisible directed line seg
ments pointing in opposite directions. These directed line segments
represent the indemonstrable premisses from which the conclusion
is demonstrated. In this way, Aristotle would be able to view these
premisses as elements of the conclusion, despite the fact that some
middle terms ‘fall outside' the major term when a-premisses are re
presented by undirected line segments.
Aristotle concludes chapter 1. 23 by commenting on demonstra
tions that employ third-figure deductions in Bocardo (85a10-12).63
63 He describes these deductions by the phrase τρίτος τρόπος (85a10-11). This
phrase is used to refer to third-figure deductions in Bocardo at Post. An. 1.2i, 82b2i8. Nevertheless, Ross and others take τρίτος τρόπος at 85aio—ii to refer to secondfigure deductions in Cesare (Ross, Analytics, 587; Tredennick, Posterior Analytics,
135; Mignucci, L’argomentazione dimostrativa, 512—14; R. Smith, ‘The Syllogism
in Posterior Analytics I', Archiv fur Geschichte der Philosophie, 64 (1982), 113—35 at
117; id., ‘The Relationship of Aristotle's Two Analytics', Classical Quarterly, ns 32
(1982), 327—35 at 335; Barnes, Posterior Analytics, 173). They do so mainly because
they think that Aristotle does not discuss any deductions with an o-conclusion in
Posterior Analytics i. 23. Accordingly, they delete the reference to Baroco in this
chapter by excising the phrase η μη παντί at 85a9 (Ross, Analytics, 587; Tredennick, Posterior Analytics, i34; Detel, Analytica posteriora, ii. 4ii; Barnes, Posterior
Analytics, 183). Barnes even excises 82b21—8 (see n. 64 below). If the text of the
manuscripts is retained in these two passages, Ross's interpretation of 85aio—i2 is
not tenable. Traditionally, τρίτος τρόπος at 85aio—i 2 has been taken to refer to deduc
tions in the third figure (Philop. In An. Post. 27o. 24—8, 232. 1—25 Wallies; Pacius,
Organum, 479; Zabarella, Opera logica, 94o; Waitz, Organon, ii. 364; Owen, Organon,
299; Mure, Posteriora, ad loc.; Tricot, Seconds Analytiques, i24). On the other hand,
the three syllogistic figures are usually designated not by τρόπος but by σχήμα (e.g.
Post. An. i. 3, 73ai4-i5; i. 13, 78b24; i. 14, 79^7-32; i. 15, 79bi5; i. 16, 8oa9,
8oa27; i. i7, 8ia5). Thus, Crager argues that τρίτος τρόπος at 82b22 designates not
the third figure but a deductive pattern that is exemplified only by Bocardo: A. D.
Crager, ‘Meta-Logic in Aristotle's Epistemology' (diss. Princeton, 2oi5), io4-2o.
In any case, 85aio-i2 deals only with negative deductions. In the third figure, these
are Felapton, Ferison, and Bocardo. Thus, 85aio-i2 deals either with these three
moods or just with Bocardo.
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These establish a particular negative conclusion AoB (‘A does not
belong to some B'), as follows:
AoC BaC
AOb

Repeated application of Bocardo yields complex demonstrations
such as that given in Figure γ:64

In this diagram the indemonstrable o-premiss, AoC1, is represented
by a directed undulating line. Thus, as before, the conclusion of this
demonstration, AoB, can be represented as an interval bounded by
A and B and composed of directed line segments (Figure 8).65
This diagrammatic representation of conclusions is applicable
not only to the demonstrations discussed by Aristotle in Posterior
64 Aristotle describes such repeated applications of Bocardo at Post. An. i. 2i,
82b21—8. Barnes (Posterior Analytics, 173) excises this passage, but his reasons for
doing so are not convincing. His main argument is that τρίτος τρόπος at 82b22 cannot
refer to Bocardo because this phrase is applied at82bi5—i6 to deductions that infer an
e-conclusion. However, 82bi5—i6 can be understood as indicating a purely theore
tical option of deriving negative conclusions without implying that an e-conclusion
can actually be derived by means of a deduction in the τρίτος τρόπος (Zabarella, Opera
logica, 904; cf. Philop. In An. Post. 232. 3—6 Wallies).
65 Aristotle states that no middle term in this demonstration falls outside the major
or minor terms (85aio—i2). This is a different use of ‘outside' from the one found
in Prior Analytics i. 6, where Aristotle states that the middle term of third-figure
deductions is placed outside the major term and the minor term (28ai4—i5). Ross
(Analytics, 586) suggests that, in Posterior Analytics i. 23, a middle term C falls
outside the major term A if CaA, and that it falls outside the minor term B if BaC
(similarly, Mignucci, L’argomentazione dimostrativa, 511—12; Detel, Analytica posteriora, ii. 408—12). However, this conflicts with Aristotle's claim that the middle
term of Bocardo does not fall outside the minor term (85aio—i2). The latter claim
can be accommodated by modifying Ross's proposal as follows: C falls outside the
major term A if CaA and there is another middle term Ci such that CiaB; and C falls
outside the minor term B if BaC and there is another middle term Ci such that AaCi.
On this account, no middle term falls outside the minor term in the case of Bocardo
(because there is no Ci such that AaCi). By contrast, in the demonstration shown in
Figure 5, three middle terms fall outside the major term.
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Analytics ι. 23, but to all demonstrations that proceed in the three
syllogistic figures. This is because Aristotle's syllogistic theory
satisfies a chain principle to the effect that the premisses of any
deduction form a chain of predications linking the terms of the
conclusion. More precisely, let ‘AB' denote a proposition of any of
the four Aristotelian forms a, e, i, o, regardless of whether the sub
ject term is A or B. Then the principle states that in any deduction
inferring a conclusion AB the premisses are of the form:66

AC1, C1C2, C2C3, C3C4,...,Cn-1Cn, CnB.

Given this principle, and given that premisses are represented by
directed line segments, Aristotle's diagrammatic representation of
conclusions is applicable to every demonstration in his syllogistic
theory. Thus, every demonstrable theorem can be represented as an
interval bounded by the major and minor terms, and composed of
indivisible directed line segments representing the indemonstrable
premisses from which it is demonstrated.67 Conversely, indemon
strable premisses are represented as indivisible constituents of their
theorems. These representations thus provide vivid support for
Aristotle's claim that indemonstrable premisses are elements (στοιχεΐα) of the theorems demonstrated from them.
66 See T. J. Smiley, ‘What is a Syllogism?', Journal of Philosophical Logic, 2 (1973),
136—54 at 139—45; id., Aristotle's Completeness Proof' [‘Completeness'], Ancient
Philosophy, 14 (1994), 25—38 at 27; P. Thom, The Syllogism (Munich, 1981), 181—3.
Aristotle can be seen to state this chain principle at Pr. An. i. 23, 4ob3o—4ia2o; cf.
Smiley, ‘Completeness', 29—34. The principle implies that, if two theorems do not
share the form AB, they must be demonstrated from different sets of indemonstrable
premisses. Accordingly, Aristotle holds that the indemonstrable premisses ‘are not
much fewer than the conclusions' (Post. An. i . 32, 88b3—4). In this respect, his theory
of demonstration differs from modern axiomatic systems, in which a large number
of conclusions is derived from a relatively small number of ultimate premisses.
67 Similarly, M. B. Smyth, ‘A Diagrammatic Treatment of Syllogistic', Notre
Dame Journal of Formal Logic, 12 (1971), 483—8 at 485—6.
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4. Elements are material causes

Given that indemonstrable premisses are elements of the theor
ems demonstrated from them, does it follow that they are material
causes of these theorems? The answer, I think, is Yes, since every
element of a thing is a material cause of that thing. To see this, con
sider Aristotle's definition of element in Metaphysics Δ 3:
στοιχεΐον λέγεται εξ ον σύγκειται πρώτου ένυπάρχοντος αδιαιρέτου τω εΐδει εις
έτερον είδος, οΐον φωνής στοιχεία έξ ών σύγκειται ή φωνή καί εις α διαιρείται
έσχατα, εκείνα δε μηκέτ’ εις αλλας φωνάς έτέρας τω ενδει αυτών. (Metaph. Δ 3,

1014a26-30)
That from which something is composed, as a primary constituent that is
in form indivisible into another form, is called an element. For example, the
elements of a spoken sound are the things from which the spoken sound is
composed and into which it is ultimately divided, while they are not divided
into other spoken sounds which differ from them in form.

According to this definition, x is an element of y just in case x is a
primary constituent ofy,y is composedfromx,andxis not divisible
into items that differ from it in form. This is parallel to Aristotle's
definition of material cause in Metaphysics Δ 2 as ‘that from which
as a constituent something comes to be' (το έξ ον γίγνεταί τι ένυπάρχοντος).68 Thus, for Aristotle, x is a material cause of y just in case
x is a constituent of y and y comes to be from x. Moreover, Aris
totle holds that everything composed from elements comes to be
from these elements.69 Hence, every element of a thing is a material
cause of that thing.7o
Accordingly, Aristotle's pupil Eudemus holds that ‘while “cause”
is said in four ways, “element” is said in the sense ofmatter'.7i Like
wise, Alexander takes ‘an element to be that which is a constituent
as matter'.72 By contrast, Simplicius disagrees with Eudemus and
68 Metaph. Δ 2, ioi3a24-5 = Phys. 2. 3, I94b24.
69 In Metaphysics Ν 2 (io88bi4—i7) Aristotle argues that everything composed
from elements (έκ στοιχείων συγκείσθαι) comes to be from these elements, since ‘ne
cessarily, a thing comes to be from that of which it consists, whether it is eternal or
whether it came to be' (ανάγκη, έξ ον έστιν, ει καί αεί έστι, καν, ει έγένετο, έκ τούτου
γίγνεσθαι); see Bonitz, Metaphysica, 573—4. Cf. Metaph. Ν 5, io92a29—32, on which
see J. Annas, Aristotle's Metaphysics: Books Μ and Ν (Oxford, i976), 2i7.
70 Aquinas, In Metaph. 795.
71 Ap. Simpl. In Phys. 1o. 13—14 Diels (= Eudemus fr. 32 Wehrli).
72 Ap. Simpl. In Phys. 1o. 12 Diels; see also 13. 21—2.
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Alexander. He points to passages in Metaphysics Λ 4 and Physics
1. 6 in which Aristotle identifies three principles which he refers
to as ‘elements': form (είδος), privation, and matter.73 The fact that
form counts as an element, Simplicius argues, shows that not every
element is a material cause; for presumably form is not a material
cause but a formal cause.74 Simplicius' argument is based on the as
sumption that, for Aristotle, the form of a hylomorphic compound
is an element of this hylomorphic compound.75 However, Aristotle
does not explicitly express this view.76 On the contrary, he expli
citly denies it in Metaphysics Ζ i7. In this chapter Aristotle empha
sizes that, while the letters ‘Β' and ‘Α' are elements of the syllable
‘ΒΑ', the form of the syllable is not an element of the syllable.77
Thus, his pronouncements in Λ 4 and Physics i. 6 should not be
taken to commit him to the view that form is an element of the hylomorphic compound of which it is the form. Instead, he might call
form an ‘element' for some other reason, perhaps under the influ
ence of similar uses of ‘element' in the Academy.78
Given Aristotle's argument in Metaphysics Ζ i7, there is little
doubt that, in his considered view, the form of a thing is not an ele
ment of this thing, and hence every element of a thing is a material
cause of it. This is confirmed by the final sentence of Ζ i7:
στοιχείον δ’ εστίν εις ο διαιρείται ενυπάρχον ώς νλην, οίον της συλλαβής το α
καί το β. (Metaph. Ζ 17, iO4ib3i-3)
73 Metaph. Λ 4, io7obio-3o; Phys. 1. 6, 18^16-29; cf. Bonitz, Metaphysica, 226;
M. Crubellier, ‘Metaphysics Λ 4' [‘Lambda 4'], in M. Frede and D. Charles (eds.),
Aristotle's Metaphysics Lambda, Symposium Aristotelicum (Oxford, 2ooo), i37-6o
at i44; A. Code, ‘The “Matter” of Sleep', in D. Ebrey (ed.), Theory and Practice in
Aristotle's Natural Science (Cambridge, 2oi5), ii-45 at i9-2i.
74 See Simpl. In Phys. ii. 2i-3 and i3. 28-33 Diels.
75 Simpl. In Phys. ii. 2i-3, i3. 3i-3 Diels; similarly, Philoponus, A Treatise con
cerning the Whole and the Parts 92. 2, trans. D. King, ‘A Treatise concerning the
Whole and the Parts', in R. Sorabji and M. Griffin (eds.), Philoponus: On Aris
totle's Categories i-5, with A Treatise concerning the Whole and the Parts, Ancient
Commentators on Aristotle (London, 2oi5), i67-22i at 2o5.
76 Although he seems to come close to it at Metaph. Λ 5, io7iai3-i5 (see Ross,
Metaphysics, ii. 364).
77 Metaph. Ζ i7, io4ibii-33; cf. n. ii8 below.
78 See Crubellier, ‘Lambda 4', i42-4. We know that Plato took both matter and
form to be elements and elemental principles (στοιχειώδεις αρχαι): ap. Simpl. InPhys.
7. 24-7, i79. i2-i4, 223. io-i6, 245. 9 Diels. Moreover, Aristotle criticizes the Platonists for ‘making every principle an element' (Metaph. Ν4, io92a5-7); cf. S. Menn,
‘Metaphysics Ζ 1o-i6 and the Argument-Structure of Metaphysics Ζ' [‘Zeta 1o-i6'],
Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy, 2i (2ooi), 83-i34 atio2-6 and i27-34; Crow
ley, ‘Element', 373.
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An element is that into which a thing is divided, a constituent present in it
as matter; for example, A and B are elements of the syllable.

Similarly, Aristotle states in Metaphysics Ν 2 that ‘the elements are
matter of a substance' (τα δε στοιχεία υλη της ουσίας).79 Given that in
demonstrable premisses of demonstrations are elements of the the
orems demonstrated from them, it follows that these premisses are
material causes of the theorems. This, I submit, is what Aristotle
had in mind when he claims in Physics 2. 3 and Metaphysics Δ 2 that
hypotheses are material causes of the conclusion.
By contrast, Aristotle cannot likewise accept that the premisses
of every deduction are elements of the conclusion. This is because
he requires elements to be in some way prior to the things of which
they are elements:
πρότερον δε το στοιχείον η ών στοιχείον. (Metaph. Λ 4, io7ob2—3)

The element is prior to the things of which it is an element.80

Demonstrations display a priority ordering among propositions in
that every premiss is prior to the conclusion.81 But the premisses
of a deduction need not be prior to the conclusion. Aristotle holds
that, for every deduction inferring AaB from AaC and CaB, there
is another deduction using the conclusion AaB to infer the major
premiss AaC:82

AaB, BaC, therefore AaC.
If every premiss of a deduction were prior to the conclusion, the
proposition AaC would be prior to AaB and vice versa. But since
priority is an asymmetric relation, this is impossible (Post. An. 1.3,
72b25—32). Thus, unlike demonstrations, deductions cannot display
a uniform priority ordering among propositions. Consequently, the
79 Metaph. Ν 2, io88b27. See also Metaph. Μ8, io84b9-io; cf. ps.-Alex. Aphr. In
Metaph. 773. 16—21 Hayduck.
80 Similarly, Metaph. Μ 1o, io87a3—4. An element is prior to that of which it is
an element ώς υλη, whereas a compound is prior to its elements ώς κατα το εΐδος
(Metaph. Μ 8, io84b9—i3). For our purposes, it is not necessary to enter into a dis
cussion of these senses of priority. What is important is that, in any given domain,
there is a uniform sense of priority such that the elements of the domain are prior in
that sense to the things of which they are elements.
81 Post. An. 1. 2, 7ibi9—72a5; 1. 25, 86a39—b5. Aristotle assimilates this sense of
priority to the one in which letters are prior to syllables, classifying both as priority
in order (τ$ τάξει, Cat. 12, i4a36-b3).
82 Pr. An. 2. 5, 57bi8-28; cf. Post. An. 1. i3, 78a28-b4.
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premisses of every deduction cannot be regarded as elements of its
conclusion.
Similarly, it would be difficult for Aristotle to accept that every
premiss of a deduction is a material cause of the conclusion. For,
in the example just discussed, this would imply that AaC is a ma
terial cause of AaB and vice versa, thereby contradicting Aristotle's
view that no two items can be material causes of one another (Phys.
2. 3, i95a8-i 1). This is a problem for the traditional reading of Aris
totle's claim in Physics 2. 3 and Metaphysics Δ 2, according to which
the claim applies to the premisses of all deductions. One might try
to defend the traditional reading by arguing that the claim should
be understood as relativized to deductions. Thus, premisses would
be material causes of a conclusion not simpliciter but only relative
to the deduction in which the conclusion is inferred from them.
However, there is no evidence that Aristotle wished to relativize the
claim in this way. Nor are there indications that he took premisses
to be material causes of the conclusion not without qualification but
only qua conclusion of a certain deduction. Instead, by limiting the
claim to indemonstrable premisses of demonstrations, Aristotle is
able to endorse it without any such qualifications.83
83 In Posterior Analytics 2. ii Aristotle refers to the material cause by the genitiveabsolute phrases ‘Given what things is it necessary for this to be?' (το τίνων οντων
ανάγκη τοντ* είναι, 94a2i-2) and ‘Given some thing, it is necessary for this to be'
(το ον οντος τοδι ανάγκη είναι, 94a24); see Themist. In An. Post. 52. 1—ii Wallies;
ps.-Philop. In An. Post. 375. 32—376. 2, 376. i9-2i Wallies; Eustr. In An. Post. An
i39. n—32 Hayduck; Zabarella, Opera logica, 1147; Waitz, Organon, ii. 402; Owen,
Organon, 333; Mure, Posteriora, ad 94a2i—2; Balme, De partibus, 83—4; Barnes, Pos
terior Analytics, 226—7; M. Leunissen, Explanation and Teleology in Aristotle’s Sci
ence of Nature (Cambridge, 2010), 182—6; pace Ross, Analytics, 638—42, and Dancy,
‘Second Thoughts', 374—7. These genitive-absolute phrases are often taken to point
to Aristotle's claim in Physics 2. 3 and Metaphysics Δ 2 that hypotheses are material
causes of the conclusion: Waitz, Organon, ii. 402; W. D. Ross, Aristotle (London,
i923), 5i—2; Mure, Posteriora, ad 94a21—2; Balme, De partibus, 83; Sorabji, Neces
sity, 5i n. 24; R. J. Hankinson, ‘Causes', in G. Anagnostopoulos (ed.), A Companion
to Aristotle (Chichester, 2009), 2i3—29 at 216. At the same time, Aristotle often uses
such genitive-absolute phrases to express necessitas consequentiae, i.e. the type of ne
cessity with which the conclusion of any deduction follows from the premisses (e.g.
Pr. An. 1. 1o, 3ob3i-4o; 1. 15, 34a5-24; 2. 2, 53bii-2o; 2. 4, 57a4o-b3). Thus, their
use at 94a2i-4 might be taken to imply that the premisses of all deductions are ma
terial causes of the conclusion (see Zabarella, Opera logica, ii49; Ross, Metaphysics,
i. 292-3). However, this is not correct. In Posterior Analytics 2. ii Aristotle goes
on to illustrate the material cause by the questions ‘Why is the angle in the semi
circle right? Given what thing is it right?' (διά τί ορθή η έν ημικυκλίω· τίνος οντος
ορθή;, 94a28). The genitive absolute in the second question clearly does not express
mere necessitas consequentiae, given that premisses such as ‘Every angle in a semi
circle is a stone' and ‘Every stone is right' do not count as an adequate answer to the
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In Posterior Analytics 1. 29 Aristotle discusses cases in which the
same conclusion is demonstrated by two demonstrations using dif
ferent middle terms. He expresses scepticism about such cases later
on (2. 17, 99b4-7), and it is not clear whether he ultimately accepts
them. But if he does, then one and the same proposition can be the
conclusion of two or more demonstrations from different sets of
indemonstrable premisses. On the account just given, each of these
indemonstrable premisses will be a material cause of the proposition
simpliciter,notrelativetoademonstration. Inotherwords,everyindemonstrable premiss that occurs in some demonstration of a given
proposition, is a material cause of that proposition. Thus, a pro
position may have more premisses among its material causes than
are necessary to construct a demonstration of it; but it has far fewer
material causes than on the traditional reading of Aristotle's claim.
The fact that indemonstrable premisses are material causes of a
theorem does not mean that these are its only material causes. Aris
totle may also include among its material causes the demonstrable
propositions that serve as intermediate conclusions in the demon
stration. For example, if AaC4 serves as an intermediate conclu
sion in a demonstration of AaB, then the former proposition may
be regarded as a material cause of the latter, just as the syllable ‘ΒΑ'
can be regarded as a material cause of the word ‘ΒΑΘΟΣ'. As we
shall see in the next section, this is confirmed by the fact that Aris
totle takes the elementary theorems of a given science to be material
causes of the more complex theorems demonstrated through them.

5. Geometrical analysis: decomposing theorems
In the preceding, I have emphasized Aristotle's claim in Posterior
Analytics 1. 23 that indemonstrable premisses are elements of the
theorems demonstrated from them. It must be admitted, however,
that this claim is not repeated elsewhere in the Analytics. In fact,
the term ‘element' does not appear anywhere in the entire Analy
tics except in the two passages from chapter i. 23 quoted above.
Moreover, Aristotle's claim in this chapter depends on the technical
question. Instead, Aristotle's focus in Posterior Analytics 2. ii is on deductions that
impart scientific knowledge, i.e. on demonstrations (see 94a2o—4). Thus, whatever
the precise meaning of the genitive-absolute phrases in this chapter, they do not
support the traditional reading of Aristotle's claim in Physics 2. 3 and Metaphysics
Δ 2.
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framework of his syllogistic theory, and presupposes familiarity
with the complex argument of 1. 19-22. It is unlikely that Aristotle
took all of this to be common knowledge among the intended audi
ence of works such as the Physics and Metaphysics. Accordingly, it
is doubtful that he tacitly relies on the discussion in 1. 23 when he
gives the list of material causes in Physics 2. 3 and Metaphysics Δ 2.
Aristotle evidently takes this list to be intelligible to a wide audience
without further explanation. In fact, he seems to think that the list
provides a set of especially illuminating examples that will aid his
audience in grasping the concept of material cause. The example of
hypotheses and their conclusions would hardly serve this function
if it presupposed the discussion in Posterior Analytics i. 23.
In what follows I argue that, even apart from Posterior Analytics
i. 23, Aristotle was able to rely on a well-established use of ‘ele
ment' in which it refers to premisses of demonstrations. As we shall
see, this use of ‘element' is common in Aristotle's works outside the
Analytics and was also familiar to mathematicians of his time. Con
sider, for example, the following passage from the Categories:
κατά τινα τάξιν πράτερον λάγεται, καθάπερ επί των επιστημώον καί τών λόγων·
εν τε γάρ ταίς άποδεικτικαΐς επιστήμαις υπάρχει το πράτερον καί το ύστερον
τρ τάξει· τά γάρ στοιχεία πράτερα τών διαγραμμάτων τρ τάξει, καί επί της
γραμματικής τά στοιχεία πράτερα τών συλλαβών. (Cat. 12, I4a35—b2)

A thing is called prior with respect to some order, as in the sciences and
speeches. For in the demonstrative sciences there is a prior and posterior
in order, for the elements [στοιχεία] are prior in order to the geometrical
theorems, and in grammar the letters [στοιχεία] are prior to the syllables.

It is widely agreed that the diagrammata referred to in this passage
are not figures or diagrams but geometrical theorems.84 As Philoponus points out, ancient geometers called the theorems of geometry
diagrammata85Accordingly, the elements mentioned in the passage
84 Philop. In Cat. 192. 20—193. 5 Busse; J. L. Heiberg, ‘Mathematisches zu
Aristoteles' [‘Mathematisches'], Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der mathematischen
Wissenschaften, 18 (1904), 3—49 at 6; Ross, Metaphysics, i. 234; W. Burkert, ‘Στοιχεΐον: Eine semasiologische Studie' [‘Stoicheion'], Philologus, 103 (1959), 167—97 at
i90; J. L. Ackrill, Aristotle's Categories and De interpretatione [Categories] (Oxford,
i963), iii; W. R. Knorr, The Evolution of the Euclidean Elements: A Study of the
Theory of Incommensurable Magnitudes and its Significance for Early Greek Geometry
[Evolution] (Dordrecht, i975), 72; F. Acerbi, ‘Euclid's Pseudaria' [‘Pseudaria'],
Archive for History of Exact Sciences, 62 (2008), 5ii—5i at 540 n. i07. Similarly,
Heath (Aristotle, 2i6) takes these diagrammata to be ‘geometrical propositions
including the proofs of the same'.
85 Philop. In Cat. i93. 2—5 Busse; see Knorr, Evolution, 72—3.
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are generally taken to be the premisses from which these theorems
are demonstrated.86 More specifically, they are taken to be either in
demonstrable premisses or elementary theorems of geometry. This
is in accordance with a similar use of ‘element' in Metaphysics Β 3:
φωνής στοιχεία καί άρχαί δοκονσιν είναι ταντ’ εξ ών σνγκεινται αι φωναί πρώ
των, . . . καί των διαγραμμάτων87 ταντα στοιχεία λάγομεν ών αι αποδείξεις
ίνυπάρχουσιν εν ταίς των άλλων άποδείξεσιν η πάντων η των πλείστων. (Metaph.
Β 3, 998a23-7)

The elements and principles of spoken sound are thought to be the primary
constituents from which spoken sounds are composed, . . . and we call
elements of geometrical theorems those theorems the demonstrations of
which are constituents of the demonstrations of the others, either of all or
of most.

Again, the diagrammata referred to in this passage are geometrical
theorems.88 The elements in question are the sort of thing of which
there is a demonstration, viz. propositions. Specifically, they are
elementary theorems of geometry whose demonstration is used in
the demonstrations of all or most other geometrical theorems.89
Proclus reports that this use of ‘element' was common among
86 Waitz, Organon, i. 317; Diels, Elementum, 26—7; Burkert, ‘Stoicheion', 190—1;
Ackrill, Categories, iii.
87 The phrase των διαγραμμάτων might be taken to depend on ταντα (Burkert,
‘Stoicheion', 190), but the parallel passages at 998a23, 998a28, and Δ 3, 1014a35—
6, suggest that it depends on στοιχεία (H. Bonitz, Aristoteles: Metaphysik (Berlin,
i890), 44).
88 Asclep. In Metaph. 174. 9—14 Hayduck; Heiberg, ‘Mathematisches', 6; Ross,
Metaphysics, i. 234; Einarson, ‘Mathematical Terms', 4i; Heath, Aristotle, 205;
Burkert, ‘Stoicheion', i90; Acerbi, ‘Pseudaria', 540 n. i07; similarly, Bonitz, Metaphysica, 150—1; E. Berti, "Aponai 6—7' ['Aporiai’], in M. Crubellier and A. Laks
(eds.), Aristotle: Metaphysics Beta, SymposiumAristotelicum(Oxford, 2009), 105—
33 atii0.
89 Aquinas, In Metaph. 424; Ross, Metaphysics, i. 233—4; Burkert, ‘Stoicheion',
i90. This is confirmed by the fact that the passage just quoted is closely related to
Aristotle's claim that hypotheses are material causes of the conclusion. In Metaphy
sics Β 3 Aristotle lists four examples of elements: (i) letters of spoken sounds, (ii) ele
mentary geometrical theorems of more complex theorems, (iii) earth, air, fire, and
water of bodies, (iv) component parts of composites (998a23—b3); see D. Sedley, The
Midwife of Platonism: Text and Subtext in Plato’s Theaetetus (Oxford, 2004), 155—
6. These correspond exactly to four of the five examples of material causes listed in
Physics 2. 3 and Metaphysics Δ 2: (i) letters of syllables, (ii) matter of artefacts, (iii) fire
and the like of bodies, (iv) parts of the whole, (v) hypotheses of the conclusion. This
suggests that the elements and diagrammata referred to in Β 3 are the same kind of
thing as the hypotheses and conclusions in the latter list: namely, propositions that
can serve as premisses and conclusions of demonstrations.
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ancient mathematicians.90 According to Proclus, this is also why
Euclid's Elements is so called: because it establishes elementary
theorems that constitute the basis for the more complex theorems
of geometry.91
Although elementary theorems are demonstrable, they may be
assumed without demonstration in the proof of other theorems if
they are known to the audience.92 In such contexts they play a
role analogous to that of indemonstrable premisses. Since they are
demonstrable, they are not hypotheses without qualification. In
stead, Aristotle regards them as ‘hypotheses in relation to a learner',
by which he means demonstrable propositions assumed without
demonstration by an instructor on the grounds that they are ac
cepted as true by the learner(s) in the audience.93 For example, if a
demonstrable proposition AaC4 is accepted as true by the learner(s),
perhaps because it was demonstrated in a previous lecture, then the
instructor may assume it without proof in a demonstration of AaB.
In this case, AaC4 is a hypothesis in relation to the learner(s). When
Aristotle states that hypotheses are material causes of the conclu
sion, he may primarily refer to indemonstrable hypotheses without
qualification; but he may also have in mind elementary theorems
that play the role of relative hypotheses in the course of demon
strating a theorem in a given teaching context. This, at any rate,
is suggested by the fact that he refers to elementary theorems as
‘elements'. Thus, the material causes of a theorem may include not
only the indemonstrable premisses from which it is demonstrated
but also the propositions that serve as intermediate conclusions in
its demonstration.
In Metaphysics Δ 3 Aristotle distinguishes several uses of the
term ‘element', including one in which it designates ‘the elements
of geometrical theorems' (τα των διαγραμμάτων στοιχεία, i0i4a35—
6). As before, these are premisses, demonstrable or not, which are
90 Procl. In Eucl. I 71. 27—72. 13 Friedlein; cf. Burkert, ‘Stoicheion', 189. For
example, this use of ‘element' is found in Archimedes, Con. et sph. i64. i3, Quad.
parab. 165. 26—7, 167. io; cf. C. Mugler, Dictionnaire historique de la terminologie
geometrique des Grecs (Paris, 1958), 380. Similarly, Aristox. Harm. 37. 4 and 54. 13;
cf. R. Westphal, Aristoxenus von Tarent: Melik und Rhythmik des classischen Hellenenthums (Leipzig, 1883), 183—7; Barker, Musical Writings, 123.
91 Procl. In Eucl. I 71. 24—72. 19 and 73. 5—14 Friedlein; see also Alex. Aphr. In
Metaph. 202. 12—17 Hayduck.
92 Heath, Aristotle, 206.
93 Post. An. 1. 10, 76b27—30; see Cornford, ‘Mathematics', 39—40; Lee, ‘Geomet
rical Method', 116; von Fritz, ‘Archai', 37; McKirahan, Principles, 44—6; pace Za
barella, Opera logica, 798—9.
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regarded as elements of the theorems demonstrated from them.94
Aristotle makes it clear that this is not a metaphorical use of ‘ele
ment', but an ordinary use that conforms to his official definition of
an element as ‘that from which something is composed, as a primary
constituent that is in form indivisible into another form' (ioi4a26—
7).95 Notably, he does not introduce it as a new use of ‘element', but
seems to assume that it is familiar to his audience. He is able to do
so because this use was known to mathematicians such as Menaechmus, a pupil of Eudoxus associated with Plato and the Academy.
Proclus reports that Menaechmus distinguished two uses of ‘ele
ment' in mathematics, the second of which is characterized as fol
lows:
πάλιν δε το στοιχεΐον λάγεται διχώς, ώς φησίν ο Μεναιχμος. . . . άλλως δε λάγεται
στοιχεΐον, εις ο άπλονστερον ύπάρχον διαιρείται το σύνθετον· οντως δε ον πάν
άτι ρηθήσεται παντος στοιχείον, άλλά τά άρχοειδάστερα τών άν άποτελάσματος96
λόγω τεταγμάνων, ώσπερ τά αιτήματα στοιχεία τών θεωρημάτων. (Procl. In

Eucl.I 72. 23-73· 9 Friedlein)
‘Element' is said in two ways, as Menaechmus tells us. . . . In another way,
an element is called a simpler constituent into which a composite can be
divided. In this sense, not everything can be called an element of anything
[that follows from it97], but only the more principle-like members of an
argument explaining a conclusion, as postulates are elements of theorems.
94 Ross, Metaphysics, i. 233-4 and 295; Crowley, ‘Element', 37i-5. Aristotle goes
on to describe a related but distinct use of ‘element', in which simple demonstrations
are called elements of more complex demonstrations of which they are constituents
(ioi4a36-b3)·
95 Aristotle includes it among the ordinary uses of ‘element' listed at ioi4a27-b3,
before turning to metaphorical (μεταφάροντες) uses at ioi4b3-i4. See Crowley, ‘Ele
ment', 371—5; similarly, Aquinas, In Metaph· 795—804·
96 Proclus uses άποτάλεσμα to designate the effect of a cause (αιτία); see e.g· ET
75· 1—12, Theol. Plat. ii· 37· 23—4, In Eucl. I 61· 8—10 Friedlein (cf. B· Duvick, Proclus: On Plato, Cratylus, Ancient Commentators on Aristotle (London, 2oo7), i27
n· i2o)· Accordingly, a λόγος άποτελάσματος is a mathematical proof in which the
premisses are causal or explanatory of the conclusion·
97 In the first use of ‘element' identified by Menaechmus a proposition counts as
an element of another if the former can be used as a premiss in a sound deduction
deriving the latter (72· 24—6); see J· Barnes, ‘Aristotle, Menaechmus, and Circular
Proof', Classical Quarterly, ns 26 (1976), 278—92 at 286—9· In this sense, two pro
positions can be elements of one another (72· 26—73· 5)· As we have seen, Aristotle
rejects such a notion of element since he requires elements to be prior to the things
of which they are elements; cf· M· Brown, ‘A Pre-Aristotelian Mathematician on
Deductive Order' [‘Deductive Order'], in E· P· Mahoney (ed·), Philosophy and Hu
manism: Renaissance Essays in Honor of Paul Oskar Kristeller (Leiden, i976), 258—74
at 262—9·
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According to this passage, a proposition is an element of a theorem
if it is more principle-like (αρχοειδεστερον) than the theorem and
if it appears in an explanatory proof of the theorem. While the
‘postulates' mentioned at the end of the passage are indemon
strable principles of geometry, the preceding characterization
of elements applies to elementary theorems and indemonstrable
premisses alike: both are elements of the theorems demonstrated
from them.98 As such, they are simpler constituents into which
the theorem—a composite (σύνθετον)—can be divided. This cor
responds exactly to Aristotle's notion of an element of theorems
that we saw above. If Proclus' report is correct, this notion was
familiar to Menaechmus and other mathematicians associated with
the Academy in Aristotle's time.99
Both Menaechmus and Aristotle regard a theorem as a composite
(σύνθετον) consisting of the premisses from which it can be demon
strated. This is in accordance with the methods of analysis and syn
thesis employed in ancient geometry. Consider, for example, Alex
ander's characterization of these methods:100
η παντός συνθέτου εις τά, εξ ών η σύνθεσις αντών, αναγωγή ανάλυσις καλείται.
αντεστραμμενως γαρ η ανάλυσις εχει τη συνθεσει· η μεν γαρ σύνθεσις απο τών
αρχών οδός εστιν επί τα εκ τών αρχών, η δε ανάλυσις επάνοδος εστιν απο τον
τέλους επί τας αρχάς· οι τε γαρ γεωμετραι αναλύειν λέγονται, όταν απο τον
συμπεράσματος αρξάμενοι κατα την τάξιν τών εις την τον συμπεράσματος δείξιν
ληφθεντων επί τας αρχας καί το πρόβλημα ανίωσιν.101 αλλα καί ο τα σύνθετα
98 The comparative form αρχοειδεστερα suggests that the elements in question need
not be principles (αρχαί ).
99 Burkert, ‘Stoicheion', 191—2; cf. Crowley, ‘Element', 375—6.
100 Similarly, Pappus, Syn. 7, 634. 3—636. 14 Hultsch; Philop. InAn. Post. 162. 16—
28 Wallies.
101 A problema is a task to demonstrate a theorem or to perform a certain geomet
rical construction. As such, it is typically the object of analysis but not the endpoint
ofanalysis. Thus,Barnesetal.translatetheclauseasfollows:‘whentheybeginfrom
the conclusion and proceed in order through the assumptions made for the proof of
the conclusion until they bring the problem back to its principles': J. Barnes et al.,
Alexander ofAphrodisias: On Aristotle, Prior Analytics 1. 1—7, Ancient Commenta
tors on Aristotle (London, 1991), 49—50. Since this translation ignores the καί be
fore το πρόβλημα, I prefer the more natural translation given above. On this reading,
analysis need not reduce a geometrical problem or theorem exclusively to indemon
strable principles, but may also reduce them to other, more elementary problems or
theorems (for this kind of analysis see T. Heath, A History of Greek Mathematics, i.
From Thales to Euclid (Oxford, 1921), 291; S. Menn, ‘Plato and the Method of Ana
lysis' [‘Plato and Analysis'], Phronesis, 47 (2002), 193—223 at 203 and 211—14). Simi
larly, Hero and Pappus describe the endpoint of analysis as ‘something whose proof
has already preceded' (Hero, trans. W. Knorr, The Ancient Tradition of Geometric
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σώματα άνάγων εις τα απλά σώματα αναλύσει χρήται, . . . άλλα καί ο τον λόγον
εις τα μόρη τού λόγου διαιρών καί ο τα μόρη τού λόγου εις τας συλλαβας καί ο
ταύτας εις τα στοιχεία αναλύει. (Alex. Aphr. In An. Pr. 7. 12—22 Wallies)

The reduction of any composite to the things from which it is composed
is called analysis. Analysis is the converse of synthesis. Synthesis is the
path from the principles to those things that derive from the principles,
and analysis is the return path from the end up to the principles. Geomet
ers are said to analyse when they begin from the conclusion and proceed in
order through the things used for the demonstration of the conclusion and
thereby ascend to the principles and the problem. But you also use analysis
if you reduce composite bodies to simple bodies. . . . Again, if you divide
speech into the parts ofspeech, ortheparts of speech into syllables, or these
into letters, you are analysing.

Geometrical synthesis is a path from indemonstrable principles to
the theorems demonstrated from them, while geometrical analysis
is the converse path from the latter to the former (or to more ele
mentary theorems). Alexander likens geometrical analysis to the di
vision of syllables into letters and to the reduction of composite
bodies to simple bodies. They are all instances of analysis in ge
neral, which consists in reducing a composite to the things of which
it is composed. Thus, again, geometrical theorems are viewed as
composites. Just as composite bodies such as flesh are composed of
simple bodies such as fire and earth, and just as syllables are com
posed of letters, so theorems are composed of the principles from
which they are demonstrated.102
There is strong evidence that Aristotle was aware of the methods
Problems [Problems] (Boston, 1986), 376 n. 83), and ‘something that is established
by synthesis' (Pappus, Syn. 7, 634. 12—13 Hultsch; see Cornford, ‘Mathematics',
46; J. Hintikka and U. Remes, The Method of Analysis: Its Geometrical Origin and
its General Significance [Analysis] (Dordrecht, 1974), 75—7; Knorr, Problems, 354—5).

10z Michael Beaney distinguishes geometrical analysis, which ‘involves working
back to the principles, premisses, causes, etc. by means of which something can
be derived or explained', from decompositional analysis, which ‘involves identi
fying the elements and structure of something': M. Beaney, ‘Decompositions and
Transformations: Conceptions of Analysis in the Early Analytic and Phenomeno
logical Traditions', Southern Journal of Philosophy, 40 (2002), 53—99 at 55, and id.,
‘Conceptions of Analysis in the Early Analytic and Phenomenological Traditions:
Some Comparisons and Relationships', in id., The Analytic Turn: Analysis in Early
Analytic Philosophy and Phenomenology (London, 2007), 196—216 at 197—8. While
Beaney takes them to be two different kinds of analysis, Alexander views geomet
rical analysis as a special case of decompositional analysis. Similarly, Ammonius
argues that any object of analysis must be composite (σύνθετον), since analysis is the
resolution of a composite into a plurality of simples (In Porph. Isag. 37. 7—16 Busse).
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of geometrical analysis and synthesis described by Alexander. For
example, he refers to them in the Sophistici elenchi:
συμβαίνει δέ ποτε καθάπερ εν τοίς διαγράμμασιν· καί γάρ εκεί άναλύσαντες ενίοτε
συνθεΐναι πάλιν άδυνατονμεν .Ι03 (SE 16, I75a26-8)

It sometimes happens as with geometrical theorems; for there, too, we
sometimes analyse but are unable to compose again.

In this passage Aristotle uses the verb ‘compose' to describe the
demonstration of a theorem from suitable premisses. This fits
with his remark in the De motu animalium that, when a demon
strator ‘thinks the two premisses, he thinks and composes the
conclusion'.104 Conversely, Aristotle uses ‘analyse' to describe
the transition from the theorem back to the premisses. This use
of ‘analyse' also occurs in the Nicomachean Ethics and Posterior
Analytics:
ο γάρ βουλευάμενος εοικε Ζητείν καί άναλνειν τον είρημενον τρόπον ώσπερ διά
γραμμα.105 (NE 3. 3, n12b2O-i)

The person who deliberates seems to be enquiring and analysing in the way
that has been described, as if he were analysing a geometrical theorem.
εί δ’ ην άδννατον εκ ψενδους άληθες δείξαι, ράδιον αν ην το άναλνειν· άντεστρεφε
γάρ αν εξ άνάγκης.106 (Post. An. 1. 12, 78a6-8)

If it were impossible to prove something true from something false, then
analysis would be easy; for [the propositions] would necessarily convert.

Furthermore, Aristotle seems to allude to the method of analysis in
Posterior Analytics i. 23 when he speaks of ‘the path to the prin
ciples' (ή επί τάς άρχάς οδάς, 84b23-4). This phrase corresponds
103 It is widely agreed that this is a reference to geometrical analysis and synthesis;
see Michael of Ephesus, In SE i22. i9-23 Wallies; J. Pacius, In Porphyrii Isagogen et
Aristotelis Organum commentarius analyticus (Frankfurt a.M., 1597), 510; Hintikka
and Remes, Analysis, 87; Menn, ‘Plato and Analysis', 207; P. Fait, Aristotele: Le
confutazioni sofistiche (Rome, 2007), i76-7. As before, I take the diagrammata
referred to in this passage to be geometrical theorems; see Knorr, Evolution, 72, and
Acerbi, ‘Pseudaria', 540 n. i07.
104 MA 7, 70iai0-ii; see n. 50 above.
105 This is a reference to the method of geometrical analysis; see Cornford, ‘Ma
thematics', 44; Einarson, ‘Mathematical Terms', 36; Ross, Analytics, 549; Hintikka
and Remes, Analysis, 32 and 85-7; Menn, ‘Plato and Analysis', 208; M. Crubellier,
Aristote: Premiers Analytiques (Paris, 20i4), 23. Again, I take the diagramma to be a
geometrical theorem (Acerbi, ‘Pseudaria', 540 n. i07).
106 For Aristotle's discussion of geometrical analysis in this passage see Philop. In
An. Post. i62. i4-i64. 4 Wallies; Ross, Analytics, 548-50; Knorr, Problems, 75-6;
Menn, ‘Plato and Analysis', 205-7.
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to Alexander's characterization of geometrical analysis as the ‘path
from the end up to the principles' (επάνοδος άπό τον τέλους επί τας
άρχάς, In An. Pr. 7· 15 Wallies). It also bears a close resemblance
to the canonical descriptions of geometrical analysis given by Alci
nous and Pappus.107 Thus, the bottom-up construction of complex
demonstrations discussed by Aristotle in Posterior Analytics 1. 23
is an instance of analysis as described by Alexander.108
Aristotle reports that Plato used to investigate whether, in a given
argument, ‘the path is from the principles or to the principles'.109
This might be taken to indicate that Plato was concerned to dis
tinguish the methods of synthesis and analysis in geometry and
other disciplines. In fact, some sources credit Plato with inventing
the method of geometrical analysis and teaching it to Leodamas.110
Whether or not this is correct, it is likely that the method was known
to Plato and the members of the Academy.111 Thus, Aristotle could
expect his audience to be familiar with the notion that theorems are
analysed and decomposed into the indemonstrable principles from
which they are demonstrated, and that they are composites con
sisting of these principles as elements. Call this the compositional
conception of theorems.
In Posterior Analytics 1.23 Aristotle elaborates the compositional
conception by a diagrammatic model in which theorems are re
presented as one-dimensional intervals composed of indivisible di
rected line segments.112 Since this model depends on the details of
107 Alcinous: ‘path up to the indemonstrable and immediate premisses' (άνοδος επί
τας άναποδείκτονς καί άμεσους προτάσεις, Didask. 5, 157. 12—13 Hermann). Pappus:
‘path from what one is seeking, as if it were established, through the things that
follow in order to something that is established by synthesis' (οδός άπό τον Ζητονμένον ώς ομολογονμένον δια τών έξης ακολούθων επί τι ομολογουμενον συνθέσει, Syn. 7,
634. ι Ι—Ι3 Hultsch). Pseudo-Philoponus: ‘path from something knowable up to the
principles and causes' (η άπό γνωστον τινος εις τας άρχας καί τα αίτια επάνοδος, In An.
Post. 335. 28-9 Wallies).
Ι08 F. Solmsen, Die Entwicklung der aristotelischen Logik und Rhetorik (Berlin,
Ι929), Ι2Ι-3; cf. Zabarella, Opera logica, 934. Accordingly, Crubellier (‘Pro
gramme', Ι26) suggests that Aristotle's claim in Physics 2. 3 and Metaphysics Δ 2
appeals to a conception of analysis on which ‘the analyst divides the conclusion into
two distinct propositions, which will be the premisses' (similarly, Charlton, Physics,
Ι00; although I do not agree with Crubellier and Charlton that Aristotle's claim
applies to the premisses of all deductions).
109 πότερον άπό τών άρχών η επί τας άρχάς εστιν η οδός, NE Ι. 4, l095a32-3.
ΙΙ0 D.L. 3. 24; Procl. In Eucl. I 2ΙΙ. Ι8-23 Friedlein.
ΙΙΙ See Cornford, ‘Mathematics', 43-8; Knorr, Problems, 49-76 and 86-8; Menn,
‘Plato and Analysis', 205-Ι5.
ΙΙ2 More generally, in Posterior Analytics Ι. 23 Aristotle seeks to relate the results
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Aristotle's syllogistic theory, it may not have been generally known
among the philosophers and mathematicians in his audience. In
stead, the members of his audience might have endorsed the com
positional conception of theorems on other grounds. For example,
they might have endorsed it based on considerations such as those
put forward by Socrates in the dream theory of the Theaetetus. This
theory pertains to the proposal that knowledge (επιστήμη) is true
judgement with an account (201 c 8—d 2). The proposal implies that
things which do not have an account are unknowable, while those
that have an account are knowable (201 d 2-3). Socrates character
izes the former class of things as elements, and the latter as com
plexes composed of these elements:
τα μεν πρώτα οίονπερεί στοιχεία, εξ ών ημείς τε συγκείμεθα καί ταλλα, λόγον
ονκ εχοι. . . . τα δε εκ τούτων ηδη συγκείμενα, ώσπερ αντα πόπλεκται, οντω
καί τα ονόματα αντών συμπλακόντα λόγον γεγονόναι· ονομάτων γαρ συμπλοκήν
είναι λόγου ονσίαν. οντω δη τα μεν στοιχεία άλογα καί άγνωστα είναι, αισθητά
δό· τας δε συλλαβας γνωστάς τε καί ρητας καί άληθεί δόξη δοξαστάς. (Theaet.

201 Ε 1-202 Β 8)
The primary elements, as it were, of which we and everything else are
composed, have no account. . . . But with the things composed of these,
it is another matter. Here, just in the same way as the elements themselves
are woven together, so their names, woven together, become an account of
something; for an account is essentially a complex [συμπλοκήν] of names.
Thus, the elements have no account and are unknowable, but they are per
ceivable, whereas the complexes [συλλαβάς] are knowable and expressible
in an account and judgeable in a true judgement.

According to this theory, all objects of knowledge are complex in
that they are composed of elements.113 This is because an account
of a thing is essentially a complex of names referring to its elements,
so that anything not composed of elements fails to have an account
and is therefore unknowable. In particular, since elements are not
of chapters 1. 19—22 to themes that were prominent in the Academy. This can be seen
from his use in 1. 23 of the Platonic phrase ‘the path to the principles' (84b23—4). It
can also be seen from his use in this chapter of the term ‘element', which does not
appear elsewhere in the Analytics but played a central role in discussions within the
Academy concerning the principles of mathematics and other disciplines; see Diels,
Elementum, 17—23; Burkert, ‘Stoicheion', 191—7; H. J. Kramer, ‘Aristoteles und die
akademische Eidoslehre', Archiv fur Geschichte der Philosophie, 55 (1973), 119—90 at
144—55; Menn, ‘Zeta 10—16', 102—6; Berti, "Aponai', 105—16.

ii3 See e.g. M. F. Burnyeat, The Theaetetus of Plato [Theaetetus] (Indianapolis,
i990), i34—5.
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themselves composed of elements (205 c 4—7), they are unknowable
(202 Β 6; 202 ε 1).
The dream theory is largely abstract in that it does not fur
ther specify the nature of the elements and complexes under
consideration.114 As such, the theory is open to various inter
pretations. Socrates illustrates it by the model of letters and
syllables (202 E-203 d), but the theory is meant to be applicable
to other domains as well. For example, Glenn Morrow suggests
that it is applicable to the domain of mathematical propositions
when the elements are taken to be indemonstrable premisses of
mathematics.115 On this interpretation, the complexes composed of
the elements are the theorems demonstrated from them. Accord
ingly, the process of demonstration, which Alexander describes as
a ‘path [οδός] from the principles to those things that derive from
the principles' (In An. Pr. 7. 14 Wallies), will be a ‘path [οδός]
through the elements to the whole' (208 c 6). This is the compos
itional conception of theorems. Whether or not Plato had in mind
such an interpretation of the dream theory, some of his readers
in the Academy might well have interpreted it in this way.116 At
least, we know that they referred to premisses of mathematical
demonstrations as ‘elements'.
Thus, the dream theory of the Theaetetus provides further sup
port for the compositional conception of theorems. It is the presence
of this conception in the Academy, I submit, that allows Aristotle to
assume that his audience will understand, without further explana
tion, his claim that indemonstrable premisses are constituents and
material causes of the theorems demonstrated from them.

6. Conclusion: demonstrative composition
A theorem, for Aristotle, is a composite (σύνθετον) composed of ele
ments. In Metaphysics Ζ 17 Aristotle discusses the nature of com
posites (σύνθετα) that are unified not like a heap but like a syllable
114 See G. R. Morrow, ‘Plato and the Mathematicians: An Interpretation of Soc
rates' Dream in the Theaetetus (201e—206c)' [‘Plato and the Mathematicians'], PhilosophicalReview, 79 (1970), 309—33 at 328; J. McDowell, Plato’s Theaetetus (Oxford,
1973), 234; Burnyeat, Theaetetus, 135 and 145; W.-R. Mann, ‘Elements, Causes, and
Principles: A Context for Metaphysics Ζ i7', Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy,
40 (2011), 29—61 at 43.
115 Morrow, ‘Plato and the Mathematicians', 326—31.
116 This is argued by Brown, ‘Deductive Order', 259—69.
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or like homoeomerous bodies such as flesh (io4ibi 1—16). Presum
ably, a demonstrable theorem is a composite of this latter sort, be
ing unified not merely like a heap.117 Aristotle argues that any such
composite is something over and above the elements of which it is
composed, something that is not itself an element (1041b16-33). He
characterizes this entity as the substance of the composite and the
first cause of its being (io4ib27-8). Although Aristotle does not ex
plicitly say so, it is clear that the entity in question is the formal
cause of the composite.ii8 Thus, like syllables and flesh, a theorem
has not only material causes but also a formal cause.119 In the case of
syllables, Aristotle identifies the formal cause with a mode of com
position (σύνθεσις)120 In the case of theorems, too, he seems to re
gard the formal cause as a kind of composition when he refers to the
process of demonstrating a theorem as ‘composing' (συντιθόναι).121
Thus, the formal cause of a theorem is a mode of demonstration
whereby the theorem is demonstrated from its ultimate material
causes, the indemonstrable premisses. Since a formal cause is a for
mula of the essence (λόγος ο τον τί ην είναι) of that of which it is a
formal cause, this mode of demonstration specifies the essence of
the theorem.i22 Demonstration, on this account, is a kind of com
position that is essential to the theorem demonstrated by it.
It should be noted, however, that this kind of composition is dis
tinct from the one whereby a proposition is composed of its syn117 In a non-demonstrative deduction, by contrast, the conclusion is not a com
posite composed of the premisses of this deduction (although it might be composed
of other premisses, if it is a demonstrable theorem).
118 It is widely agreed that this entity is the form (είδος) of the composite; see
ps.-Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 542. 12-543. 26 Hayduck; Bonitz, Metaphysica, 360; C.
Witt, Substance and Essence in Aristotle: An Interpretation of Metaphysics VII—IX
(Ithaca, NY, 1989), 116-17; V. Harte, Plato on Parts and Wholes: The Metaphysics
ofStructure (Oxford, 2002), i33. As such, it is the formal cause of the composite (as
introduced at Phys. 2. 3, 194b26-9 = Metaph. Δ 2, 1013a26-9); see Moravcsik, ‘Ex
planations', 7—9.
119 In Physics 2. 3 Aristotle states that for each of the examples of material causes
listed ati95ai6-i9, there is a correspondingformalcause (i95ai6-2i=Metaph. Δ 2,
i0i3bi7-23; see Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 35i. i9-35 Hayduck; Zabarella, In libros
Physicorum, comm. on book 2, pp. 54-5; Wagner, Physikvorlesung, 464). Since hy
potheses are said to be material causes of conclusions at i95ai6-i9, this implies that
there is a corresponding formal cause of conclusions.
120 Metaph. Η 3, i043b4-i4; cf. Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. 35i. 33 Hayduck; D.
Bostock, Aristotle's Metaphysics: Books Ζ and Η (Oxford, i994), 262. Accordingly,
sunthesis is listed as an example of formal cause at Phys. 2. 3, i95a2i (=Metaph. Δ 2,
i0i3b22-3).

121 See nn. 50 and i03.
122 See Phys. 2. 3, i94b26-9=Metaph. Δ 2, i0i3a26-9.
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tactic constituents. In the first chapter of the Analytics Aristotle
states that a premiss is dissolved (διαλύεται) into a subject term and
a predicate term.123 Conversely, a premiss is composed of these
terms, and the terms are its parts.124 Since parts are material causes
of the whole of which they are parts, the subject and predicate terms
are material causes of premisses. Likewise, the major and minor
terms of a demonstration are material causes of the conclusion.
In the Analytics Aristotle defines a premiss as an affirmation or
denial in which the predicate term is affirmed or denied of the sub
ject term.125 He does not specify what sort of thing these affirma
tions and denials are, but a case can be made that they are a certain
kind of linguistic expression, namely, sentences.126 Sentences are
composed of nouns and verbs, which are, in turn, composed of syl
lables and, ultimately, letters.127 All these constituents are mater
ial causes of sentences. Consequently, they are also material causes
of the premisses and conclusions of demonstrations, provided that
these are sentences. Clearly, however, they are material causes in a
way different from the one in which indemonstrable premisses are
material causes of the conclusions demonstrated from them.128 One
and the same demonstrable proposition can thus be viewed as the
result of composition along two different dimensions: one syntactic
and the other demonstrative.
123 Aristotle writes: ‘I call a term that into which a premiss is dissolved, i.e. both
that which is predicated and that of which it is predicated' (ορον Se καλώ εις ον δια
λύεται ή πρότασις, οϊον τό τε κατηγορούμενον και το καθ ού κατηγορεΐται, Pr. An. I. I,
24b16—17). Aristotle uses dialuein to describe the resolution of a composite into its
elements, e.g. of a syllable into letters, and of flesh into fire and earth (Metaph. Ζ I7,
io4ibi 1—16). As such, dialusis is the converse of sunthesis (De caelo 3. 5, 303^7—18;
3.6, 3O4b25-3 3; 3.i, 298b33-299ai; Top. 6. i4, i5ia28; see Bonitz, Index, i84aii-i6,
b6-9).
124 Alex. Aphr. InAn. Pr. i4. 28-i5. 4 Wallies; cf. Ammon. InAn. Pr. 22. i8-22
Wallies; Philop. InAn. Pr. 24. 29-25. 2 Wallies.
125 Pr. An. i. i, 24ai6-3o; Post. An. i. 2, 72a8-i4.
126 P. Crivelli and D. Charles, ‘“Πρότασις” in Aristotle's Prior Analytics',
Phronesis, 56 (20ii), i93-203 at i94; P. Crivelli, ‘Aristotle's Logic', in C. Shields
(ed.), The Oxford Handbook of Aristotle (Oxford, 20i2), ii3-49 at ii3-i4; M.
Malink, ‘The Beginnings of Formal Logic: Deduction in Aristotle's Topics vs.
Prior Analytics', Phronesis, 60 (20i5), 267-309 at 272. In De interpretatione 4 and 5
affirmations and denials are characterized as significant utterances. Similarly, they
are characterized as linguistic expressions at Cat. i0, i2b5-i6.
127 Poet. 20, i456b20-i457a28; Deint. 2, i6ai9-26; 3, i6b6-7; 4, i6b26-32.
128 In Posterior Analytics i. 23 Aristotle describes the elements of conclusions as
προτάσεις (84b2i-8). He distinguishes them from the mental state through which
they are grasped, namely, νους (84b39-85ai). Again, this suggests that the προτάσεις
are not mental items but linguistic expressions.
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The two kinds of composition share some similarities. For
example, they both start from indivisible elements that are not
themselves composite (the letters and indemonstrable premisses,
respectively). But there are also dissimilarities. For instance, to
cognize a proposition one needs to cognize its syntactic constitu
ents; if one does not cognize the terms ‘triangle' and ‘2R', one does
not cognize the proposition ‘Every triangle has 2R'.129 By contrast,
to cognize a proposition one need not cognize its demonstrative
constituents. Someone may cognize the proposition ‘Every tri
angle has 2R', grasp its meaning, and take it to be true, without
cognizing any of the indemonstrable premisses from which it is
demonstrated. While such a person does not have scientific know
ledge of the proposition, she still cognizes it. Thus, demonstrative
composition is not syntactic composition. Nor does it seem to be
semantic composition, whereby the meaning of a proposition is
composed from the meanings of its syntactic constituents; for to
grasp the meaning of a proposition one presumably needs to grasp
the meaning of its syntactic constituents.
What, then, is demonstrative composition if it is neither syntactic
nor semantic composition? Aristotle does not offer much guidance
on this question, at least not in his extant works. The answer will
be determined, in part, by his views on the ontological status of
demonstrable propositions, their meanings, and the corresponding
states of affairs. It is beyond the scope of this paper to enter into a
discussion of these views. Nevertheless, I wish to conclude by indi
cating how demonstrative composition might be understood on the
model of other kinds of composition discussed by Aristotle. Con
sider, for example, the kind of composition whereby homoeomerous bodies such as flesh are composed of elements such as fire and
earth.130 While fire and earth are constituents of flesh, they are not
apparent in it. They can, however, be made apparent by separating
them out in a suitable way:
εν μεν γάρ σαρκί καί ξνλω καί εκάστω των τοιοντων ενεστι δυνάμει πνρ καί γή·
φανερά γάρ ταντα εξ εκείνων εκκρινομενα. (De caelo 3. 3, 3O2a2i—3)

129 ‘How could one recognize speech if one did not know the syllables, or know
these if one knew none of the letters [των στοιχείων]?', Protr. B 36.
130 Aristotle refers to homoeomerous bodies such as flesh as σννθετα (Metaph. Ζ 17,
io4ibii—i6), and takes them to be the result of σννθεσις (PA 2. i, 646ai2—i4; Top.
6. i4, isia2o-6).
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In flesh and wood and each thing of this sort, fire and earth are present
potentially; for if these are separated out of those, they are apparent.131

In Aristotle's view, elements such as fire and earth are present in
homoeomerous bodies not in actuality but only potentially.132 An
analogous account can be given of the way in which indemonstrable
premisses are present in the propositions demonstrated from them.
Thus, for instance, Zabarella comments on Posterior Analytics 1. 23
as follows:
Si propositiones demonstrationis sint mediatae, in eis non apparent prima
principia immediata, quia potestate tantum in eis sunt; nam propositio mediata (ut antea cum Aristotele dicebamus) composita est, non simplex, quia
constat quodammodo ex omnibus prioribus, per quas demonstrari potest,
& virtute quadam eas omnes continet. (Zabarella, Opera logica, 942; cf. 938)
If the propositions of a demonstration are mediate, the first, immediate
principles are not apparent in them, because they are in them only poten
tially. For a mediate proposition—as we said before with Aristotle—is not
simplebutcomposite, becauseinacertain manneritconsists ofall theprior
propositions by means of which it can be demonstrated, and it contains
them all potentially in a certain way.

In the case of homoeomerous bodies, fire and earth are brought
from potentiality to actuality by a suitable process of physical se
paration. This process makes them ‘apparent'. According to Zabarella, a similar account applies to demonstrable propositions: the
indemonstrable premisses from which they are demonstrated are
brought from potentiality to actuality by the demonstrator's act
of identifying the right middle term(s). This act makes them ‘ap
parent'.
In the case of demonstrable propositions, the transition from po
tentiality to actuality is effected not by a physical process but by a
cognitive act. In Metaphysics Θ 9 Aristotle describes the role played
by such cognitive acts in geometrical demonstrations (iO5ia2i-3i).
In the course of establishing a theorem, a geometer considers a geo
metrical figure. The construction required to establish the theorem
131 The translation follows the one given by M. L. Gill, Aristotle on Substance:
The Paradox of Unity [Substance} (Princeton, 1989), 78.
132 See GC 1. 1o, 327^3—30; cf. Gill, Substance, 147—8; K. Fine, ‘The Problem of
Mixture', in F. A. Lewis and R. Bolton (eds.), Form, Matter, and Mixture in Aris
totle (Oxford, 1996), 82—182 at 84—94; A. Code, ‘Potentiality in Aristotle's Science
and Metaphysics', in Lewis and Bolton (eds.), Form, Matter, and Mixture in Aris
totle, 217—30 at 217—22; J. M. Cooper, Knowledge, Nature, and the Good: Essays on
Ancient Philosophy (Princeton, 2004), 153—73.
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is present in the figure potentially (ενυπάρχει δυνάμει), but is not ap
parent (φανερά, 1 o5ia23—4).133 It can, however, be made actual by
dividing the figure in a suitable manner (e.g. by drawing additional
lines). As Aristotle points out, such divisions need not be physical
but may be of a purely cognitive nature:i34
τα δυνάμει οντα εις ενεργειαν αγόμενα ενρίσκεται· αίτιον δε ότι ή νόησις ενεργεια.

(Metaph. Θ 9, io5ia29—3i)
The things which are potentially are discovered when they are brought into
actuality; the explanation is that cognition is the actuality.i35

According to this passage, the constructions required to establish
a geometrical theorem are brought into actuality by certain cogni
tive acts. These acts make the constructions apparent. In grasping
the constructions, the geometer also grasps the premisses needed
to give a demonstration of the theorem.i36 In Aristotle's syllogistic
framework this means that the geometer identifies the right middle
terms.137 Thus, by bringing into actuality the requisite construe133 The desired construction is present in the figure potentially in the way that
Hermes is present in the wood potentially, and the half line is present in the whole
line potentially (Metaph. Θ 6, io48a32-3).
134 See J. Lear, ‘Aristotle's Philosophy of Mathematics' [‘Mathematics'], Philoso
phical Review, 9i (i982), i6i-92 at i8o; S. Makin, Aristotle's Metaphysics: Book Θ
[Theta] (Oxford, 2oo6), 237-4o.
135 The things that are said to be discovered in this passage are diagrammata
(io5ia22). These might be geometrical diagrams (H. Mendell, ‘Two Geomet
rical Examples from Aristotle's Metaphysics' [‘Geometrical Examples'], Classical
Quarterly, ns 34 (1984), 359—72 at 360 n. 3), constructions (Lear, ‘Mathematics',
i79; Makin, Theta, i3), demonstrations (Bonitz, Metaphysica, 4o7), or geometrical
propositions including their proofs (Heath, Aristotle, 2i6; cf. Knorr, Evolution,
72). Whatever these diagrammata are taken to be, they are present in the original
figure potentially and are brought into actuality by a cognitive act of division that
makes them apparent. As such, they are analogous to the fire and earth present in
homoeomerous bodies.
136 Metaph. Θ 9, io5ia25-9; cf. Makin, Theta, 237. In this passage Aristotle out
lines a geometrical construction designed to establish the theorem that the angle
inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle. When a geometer carries out the construc
tion, she presumably obtains scientific knowledge (επιστήμη) of this theorem. At the
same time, Aristotle holds that a scientist cannot have scientific knowledge of a the
orem without possessing a demonstration of it (see n. 28). Thus, Aristotle seems
to assume that a geometer who carries out the construction outlined at io5ia25-9
thereby grasps the premisses of a demonstration of the theorem.
137 In Posterior Analytics 2. ii the geometrical construction outlined at Θ 9,
io5ia25-9, is cast as a syllogistic demonstration (94a28-34; see Mendell, ‘Geo
metrical Examples', 366; P. S. Hasper, ‘Being Clear about the Explanation:
A Mathematical Example in Aristotle, Metaphysica Θ. 9, io5ia26-9', Classical
Quarterly, ns 6i (2oii), i72-7 at i73 and i77 n. 28). This demonstration takes
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tion, the geometer's cognitive act also brings into actuality the pre
misses from which the theorem is demonstrated, and makes them
apparent. In this respect, demonstrative composition bears impor
tant similarities to the kind of composition whereby homoeomerous
bodies are composed from their elements.
In Physics 1. 4 Aristotle suggests that ‘we know a composite (εΐδέναι το σύνθετον) only when we know of which things and of how
many things it consists' (i87bi 1-13). With regard to the demonstra
tive composition of theorems, this is true provided that by ‘know'
is meant not mere cognition but scientific knowledge (επιστήμη).
New York University
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